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1 P O C E E D I N G S

2 i CHAIRM¶AN PALLADINO: Good morning, ladies and

3 gentlemen. The purpose of this meeting is to have the

A Commission hear the views of representative of state,

5 Indian tribes, environmental groups, industry, other

6 interested segments of the public, and the Department of

7 Energy, on the proposed timing of DOE's preliminary

8 determination of site su'tability for a high-level

9 radioactive waste repository.

10 This meeting, which was requested by Commissioner

ii| Roberts, will help the Commission to decide on the course

12 of action for dealing with the change In DOE's position on

13 the earlier agreement between NRC and DOE regarding this

tO timing.

is As most of you will recall, last year, an June 22,

16 1984, the Commission met with DOE to discuss and approve

17 DOE's repository siting guidelines. At that meeting, the

18 Commission also listened to representatives from many of

19 the same groups we have with us today. Among other things,

20 the matter of timing from the preliminary determination was

21 discussed.

22 Subsequently, on July 10, 1984, the Federal

23 Register Notice was published an NRC's final decision

24 regarding DOE's siting guidelines. The notice stated that

25 at the June 22 meeting the Commission and DOE agreed that



1' the preliminary determination should be made after

2 completion of site characterization and not at the time of

3 site nomination and recommendation.

Since that time, DOE has ta'-en the position that

5 the preliminary determination should be made before

6 completion of site characterization. This position is

7 reflected in DOE's mission plan which is before Congress

8 for approval.

9| As noted earlier, the Commission is considering

IDt the course of action it will take in dealing with the

change in DOE's position on the preliminary determination

12 timing.

-3 Before coming to a final decision, it will be

14 helpful to obtain the views of our various speakers this

15 morning. Each representative will be allowed five minutes

16 to present his or her views, and in advance I would like to

17 express the Commission's appreciation for your willingness

18 to come here and be with us today.

19 Are there any additional remarkt by other

20 Commissioners?

21 COMMISSIONER ZECH: No.

22 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: No.

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: If not, then let me turn to

2S our first speaker, Mr. Ben Rusche from DOE. If you would

25 Join us at the table: Ben, we would appreciate it.
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IMR. RUSCHE: Mr. Chairman, members of the

2 Commisslon; I appreciate the opportunity of meeting with

3 you this morning to discuss the timing of the preliminary

£ determination that is required by the Nuclear Waste Policy

5 Act.

6 1 recall our discussion on July 28 in which this

7 subJect was discussed at some length. I think it necessary

a this morning for me to only briefly reiterate that

9 discussion, and that is my purpose.

10 It appears to me that most people will agree that

|I the act does not specify the time when this determination

12 should be made. I think there is no better evidence of

13 that fact than that we are having the meetLig this

It morning. If it was clear when the determination should be

is made, we all would be in complete agreement and would be

16 following that provision of the act.

17 We would hold the view that lacking that precise

la specification in the act, the act in effect leaves that

19 determination, timing, to the discretion of the Secretary

20 and it is it that mode that we have continued to operate.

21 Again, I think most people who have looked a' the

22 issue would agree that the matter is not specifically

23 related to safety, and that you and we are charged under

2 the act to assure the safety and health of the public and

25 | the environment by complying with all of the rules and



regulations of the NRC; by complying with the standards and

2 regulations of the EPA, and any other Federal and state

1 3 bodies that have applicable regulations.|

4 In that sense, we are a fully-regulated activity,

S Just as i we were a private entity, and the preliminary

6 determination is not a factor in whether or not and to what

7 extent we meet that consideration.

8 It seems to me that that leaves us with the view

9 that the preliminary determination is a management or

10 programmatic decision and is related to how we conduct the

program and manage the resources, therefore.

12 Thirdly, I would try to raise the question for

3 your consideration as well as ours as to what the purpose

14 of the preliminary determination is. Again it is unclear

IS in the act as we read it.

l6 We have read your words. We have had

17 correspondence from both Houses of Congress. We have read

18 | the assessment, the recent staff assessment of the Office

19| of Technology Assessment. We have heard many views from

20 the industry. We had many comments in the 20,000 or so

21 separate sets of comments that were received concerning the

22 environmental assessments.

23 In short, we come to the conclusion that the

24 purpose of the preliminary determination is to assure

25 reasonableness in our selection of alternative sites for



I characterization and consideration eventually in the

2 environmental impact statement and In our application to

3 ( the Commission for a construction authorization.

41 We believe its purpose is to add assurance that

5 the three sites that we select for characterization, for

6 which we are going io expend a sizeable sun of money, have

7 a high probability of being found acceptable.

8 }You and your staff and many members of the public

9 have seen the evaluation that we have done thus far as

to depicted in our draft environmental assessment, and we have

ii all come to the conclusion -- I say 'all," at least your

12 staff and our staff have -- that none of the nine sites

13 that are being considered for the first repository do we

1 find a basis to disqualify. That is, all nine of the sites

15 remain act disqualified in our consideration.

16 So our objective, then -- for this discussion --

171 ls to look at the reasonableness argument. It obviously

is could be made -- that ls the determination could be made --

19 before we select sites for characterization, during the

,20 time we are characterizing at some intermediate,

21 indeterminate point, or after site characterization -- and

22 I would only notice that. after site characterization is a

23 very imprecise point -- and that we will continue gaining

24 information on the sites perhaps long after we have filed

25 an environmental impact statement &nd construction
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I authorization with you.

2 Whatevwr point in the process is selected, it

3 should be reasonable, we believe, frot the standpoint first

£ of the reading of the act and, second, from overall program

S implementation.

6 In terms of reading of the act, we believe the act

7 requires the Secretary to find that the sites nominated are

8 suitable for site characterization, and I think that is

9 straight-forward.

l0 The act does not specify any finding to accompany

l the recommendation of sites to the President for

12 characterization. A preliminary determination that sites

13 recommended to the President for selection for

" characterization are suitable for development as

i5 repositories on a preliminary basis would provide a basis

16 for the recommendation decision that would otherwise be

m missing. And that is the course that we. have indicated we

18 plan to take.

19 The requirement in Section 112(b)(C)e)2) to

20 include an evaluation in the environmental assessments of

21 whether the sites are suitable for development as

22 repositories provides a basis upon which to make that

23 preliminary determination. It is on that basis that we

i4 expect to make it, and you recall, that is the provision

25 that requires us to Judge the sites in terms of the then
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1 available data.

2 For NEPA purposes, a preliminary determination at.

3 the tine of recommendation will add confidence that the

4 alternative sites considered in the EIS later on or,

5 indeed, reasonable alternatives.

6 In the second place, reasonableness in terms of

7 overall program implementation suggests:

8 First, that the preliminary determination must be

9 made on a site, that is at the time determination, 'Not

10 unsuitable." All nine of the sites fit that category as of

11 the present tine, that is based on our data and the draft

,2 environmental assessments.

13 The preliminary determination must be made on

14 three sites, and the act itself requires us to select three

15 sites for characterization.

16 We have taken the view that that specification in

17 the act provides a considered balance between the need to

18 assure technical quality and safety, and at the limit that

19 is absolutely assured to the extent that human beings can

20 do it by compliance with your regulations and EPA's

21 regulations. The balance between technical quality and

22 safety and the need to proceed expeditiously in a cost-

23 effective manner.

24 Therefore, in the mission plan we have indicated

25 in response to your objection -- that is Objection 5 shown

. '

1 ii
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a on the Federal statements -- that we intend on the basis of

2 these facts or these views, that we intend to make the

3 preliminary determination at the time we make the

4 recommendation to the President for selection of sites and

5 characterisation.

6 I believe this is consistent with the Act; with

7 |NEPA; with the CEQ quidelines on EIS; your rules,

8 particularly Part 50 -- Part 51, excuse me -- and Part 60,

9 and it certainly is consistent with the guidelines, which

10 was the subject of our discussion first about a year and-a-

l; half ago.

12 Mr. Chairman, that concludes my comments. I will

13 be glad to take questions now or, if you would prefer, even

s1 later on in the discussion, however you would prefer to

is handle it.

16 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, I think it might be

appropriate to have questions now, unless Coc=Lssioners

la feel otherwise.

19 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That's fine with me.

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: All right.,

21 Well, Ben, let me ask you a question. There have

22 been identified for us several alternatives, one of which

2'3 is, we might not take any action. Another one is, wait

24 until the Congress decides on the mission plan before

25 taking a course of action. The third one would be, this is

-I ,
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I a maJor revision that ought to come back for Commission

2 review in view of the fact that there was an important

3 consideration in our concurring in deciding guidelines.

4 Would you comment on what the impact of each of

5 these might be?

6 MR. RUSCHE: Would you mind providing ne the order

7 so that I can be sure of commenting?

a CHAIRtAN PALLADINO: First, suppose we took no

9 action. What would that imply or impact?

MRI. RUSCRE: Well, my interpretation of your

| taking no action would be that based en the conversations

12 we have had, that the uncertainty and perhaps confusion --

i3 if that's the right word -- of our discussion a year ago

14 has been clarified and you understand that what at least

is some readings of those discussions would have led us to did

16 not, and you understand why we have taken this course of

17 action and we would proceed.

18 I think the down-side, if any, is that there may

19 still be some who would care to refer to that word in the

20 record that would appear to be a failure to fully comply

21 with every one cf those dcetails, even in spite of this

22 discussion, and therefore would perhaps leave some cloud on

23 the guidelines.

24 I as not in a position from a legal standpoint to

25 say whether that is serious or not. From a practical

{I
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1 standpoint it doesn't seem serious to me, but it might be

2 otherwise.

3 The second one was?

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Waiting for Congress to act.

5 MR. RUSCHE: We have several sets of hearing

6 before Congress. I am sure this is going to be a subject

7 that will be discussed in each of those hearings.

8 I rather doubt that the Congress will take an

9 action which will have the effect of law. That is, that

10 Congress would adopt amendments to the NWPA. Now, I may be

; wrong but I would be surprised if that is the case, and I

12 suspect that what will come out of those discussions will

3 3 be a recognition that the issue is unclear in the act and

14 that in the limit it is the discretion of the Secretary to

Is make the determination at a particular time and for a

16 purpose, and that is where the matter will reside.

17 So that will not, in effect, resolve anything in

18 your mind if there is a question remaining.

19 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: The third one that the

20 Commission is considering is whether or not we should ask

21 for the deciding guidelines to come back so we could review

22 the situation and determine whether or not we concur in the

23 change.

24 MR. RUSCHE: I think we agreed last year that any

25 time you thought anything we did deserved that

._ l



t consideration, we were going to make it with you. As to

2 whether that is an appropriate course is obviously

3 something you have to make.

£ iMy own opinion would be that the discussion of

5 last summer when the guidelines were adopted was a fairly

6 clear recognition that this was not a safety issue. We

7 agreed to delete from the guidelines provisions that would

a have dealt specifically with this subject, and it was on

9 that point of discussion in which there were conditions

to attached - at least as some of us read it -- that seemed

Ti to be perhaps not fully met.

12 The conditions were not attached, though, from a

13 safety standpoint, I don't believe. Therefore, I would say

1| if you elected to. reconsider the guidelines, it would be on

is a procedural basis or an administrative basis, and not on a

16 safety basis.

17 If you were to elect that course, we would

18 obviously submit a request for modification. But it's

19 interesting that the modification would not have anything

20 to do with the guidelines because there is nothing in the

21 guidelines that we would modify.

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO baen, i we took no action,

23 you implied that there might be a problem on an

24 uncertainty. If the 'No action' were accompanied by a

25 statement that said this is a minor issue with regard to
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I approval of the siting guidelines, would that help?

21 MR. RUSCHE: Yes.

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I'm not indicating which way

we are going. I don't think we know.

5 MR. RUSCEE: Well, I'm sure we don't know.

6 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Okay, other questions? Tom?

7 Jim?

S | COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Just one quick one.

9 Ben, you said the act does not specify wnen the

| preliminary determination is to be made, in your view.

Accepting that view Just for the moment for the sake of

12 argument, is there anything in the act that would prevent

_. _ 13 an agreement that the determination should be made after

1I rather than before site characterization, or at least after

15 site characterization is substantially complete if the

16 Commission were to determine that that is what is necessary

17 in order to assure an effective site screening and site

la selection process?

19 Assuming for the moment that the Commission makes

20 that Judgment, is there anything in the act that precludes

21 that kind of an agreement?

22 MR. RUSCHE: I think only logic. That is, I do

23 not believe there is anything written in the act that would

24 preclude that. In fact, if the statement I made with

25 respect to the exercise of discretion by the Secretary is
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true, then that discretion is discretion and I think we

2 could make it when we conclude it is appropriate, and that

3 is what we have tried to do.

4 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I don't have any other

5 questions.

6 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Fred?

7 COMUISSIONER BERNITHAL: I have a question simply

8 of background here, and I believe I thought at least at one

9 time I knew the answer. But I would like somebody here,

10 perhaps Ben if you can, to review it for me.

11 What did Congress say, or what did they not say,

12 in the conference report on this matter? Was there

13 anything contained in the conference report or did they

14 agree to accept the Senate interpretation? Or was there

i5 nothing said about that'?

16 I should recall, but I don' t.

17 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: There Ls no conference

18 report.

!9 MR. RUSCEE: The Commissioner is correct. To the

20 best of my knowledge, there is no conference report. That

21 is one of the things that many of us have yearned for so

22 that we had a clearer picture of what the intent was.

23 As I understand what happened -- and maybe

24 Commissioner.Asselstine will be as close to it or closer

25 than I Was -- that at the time when the act was literally
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I being born, in the last moments, a House version that had

2 been adopted by the House, cam to the Senate and after a

3 good bit of discussion essentially a substitute for the

4 House version -- suggested by Senator McClurc -- was placed

5 under discussion, and there remained several unclear issues

6 of which this was one.

7 I believe there is some dialog that we have record

8 of, and such of that is referred to in both the letters

9 fros Senator McClure and from Congressman Udall and others,

10 and there are various interpretations of what was meant,

11 what was said. I guess there is not very much question

12 about what was said but there is perhaps a little bit more

11 question about what was intended.

14 COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: Okay. So the point is

Is and I didn't recall, that there is nothing on the record

16 that would assist the court or this Commission in

,7 interpreting as a matter of law -- beyond what is

18 l actually written.

9 'MR. RUSCHE: Oh, I believe some of the exchanges --

20 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: No, that's not right.

21 MR. RUSCHE: -- some of the exchanges are on the

22 record.

23 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That's right.

24 MR. RUSCHE: There Just was no conference repcrt,

25 so to speak.
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I COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That's right, yes. This

2 bill did not go through the normal process of having a

3 Senate-passed versions a House-passgd version, going to

4 conference, having the conferees meet, issue a conference

5 report, and then have the conference version going back to

6 the House and the Senate.

7 It was at the last *nd of the session. There was

8 an effort to simply impose a substitute. But there is a

9 legislative history. The legislative history consists of

10 statements by the floor managers and other participants in

11 both the House and the Senate discussing the provisions.

12 MR. RUSCHE: Yes, that's correct to the best of my

1I I knowledge.

14 COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: So it consists of floor

15 colloquy, essentially.

16 MR. RUSCHE: Yes, that's correct. And subsequent

17 comment= on colloquy and so forth.

18 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Lando, do you have any

19 questions'?

20 COMMISSIONER ZECH: No, Just a comment.

21 As you know, Mr. Chairman, I was not a

22 Commissioner during the June 1984 meeting. So I was not

23 involved in that particular meeting nor the discussions

24 that took place there.

25 I have tried to review that and review the issue --
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a very important issue -- that we are discussing. I have

2 not really made up my mind completely as to my position,

3 but it does seem to me that the issue we are talking about

4 Ls a matter of timing. It does seem to me that this is an

S issue that the Congress and Department of Energy have to

6 sort out.

7 Our involvement, of course, is concerning public

8 health and safety and licensing, and we certainly intend to

9 carefully and thoughtfully review our regulatory

10 responsibilities as we proceed.

But it does seem to me at the moment that our

12 participation should be focused on the public health and

l _ -13 safety aspects of it. I think, however, that since there

14 has been some confusion in the guidelines and at least I

15 think we would be acting more responsibly to at least try

16 to review what has taken place and perhaps make a more

17 definitive position from the regulatory standpoint, that,

1 might at least be helpful in this matter.

i9 I think that is probably the position that we

20 should take.

21 CHAIERAN PALLADINO: All right, any other comments

22 or questions?

23 COMMfISSIONER ASSELSTINE: No.

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Thank you, Ben.

25 MR. RUSCHE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

- .,
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I CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: We have two representatives

2 from Indian tribes, and I was wondering if they would join

3 us at the table at this time. Ron Half Moon and Dean

4 TousAey.

5 Each of you, hr. Half Moon and Mr. Tousley, would

6 have five minutes. I suggest we proceed with Mr. Half

7 Moon's presentation.

a M.. HALF MOON: Thank you. My name is Ron Half

9 Moon. I an the program manager for the Nez Perce Nuclear

10 Waste Policy Act program.

11 |I an accompanied by Kevin Gover who is the counsel

12 ! to the tribe on the nuclear waste policy issues.

13 It was intended for the chairman of the Nez Pere l

14 tribe to be here to present the testimony but he was not

15 able to. So, the staff or I will be presenting this. If

16 there is no objection, then I will read from our prepared

17 remarks.

18 Mr. Chairman, members of the Commission, we are

191 pleased to have this opportunity to present the views of

20 the Nez Perce tribe which has been designated as an

21 affected Indian tribe uncder the Nuclear Waste Policy Act

22 with regard to the Hanford site on the matter of whether

23 Section 114(f) of the act requires the Department of Energy

2* to conduct characterization activities at potential

25 repository sites before making a preliminary determination

II'
l 1
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1 of the suitability of such sites.

2 The legal issue presented by Section 114(f) is

3 complex and interesting but does not lend itself to a

4 definite answer. The Commission has available on its own

5 legal experts to dissect that issue. However, it

6 undoubtedly will be presented with a larger amount of legal

7 research an the matter.

8 |In our view, the section is ambiguous at best. We

9 wish to focus, therefore, on considerations other than the

10 precise statutory construction of 114Cf).

We would note first that the Department of Energy

12 seems to be reneging on a commitment made to this

_ 13 Commission and to the public that characterization would

s occur prior to any preliminary determination of

15 suitability.

16 As you well know, the Commission's concurrence --

7 not advice but concurrence -- in the siting guidelines is

18| required by the act. Our reading of the Commission's

19 concurrence decision of July 10 is that characterization

20 must occur before any preliminary determination of

21 suitability. In fact, the concurrence decision cannot be

22 read any other way.

23 If DOE did not agree with the Commission's

24 explanation of the agreement reached in June of 1984, it

25 should have said so.

._ i
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I DOE's current position creates at least two

2 significant problems:

3 First, it called into the question the validity of

4 DOE's siting guidelines. Because the Commission must

5 concur In the siting guidelines and because DOE now intends

6 to violate a specific term of the Commission's written

7 concurrence, the validity of DOE's plan of operation is

a open to question.

9 In fact, DOE has practically asked to be sued on

10 the matter and certainly will be sued.

11 Second, when NRC announced that DOE has agreed to

12 something and DOE much later denies that agreement, public

13 confidence in the process - including the confidence of

14 the Nez Perce tribe -- is shaken.

is The only way to minimize the inevitable

16 controversy is to show the public that when DOE and NRC say

17 a certain procedure will be followed, it will be followed.

is Shifting and contradictory interpretations and agreements

19 undermine the credibility of those agencies and therefore

20 diminish public confidence in the process.

21 From a policy perspective, we believe that

22 characterization prior to preliminary determination is the

23 more sound procedure.

24 §Congress must have wanted the preliminary

25 determination to be a decision of some significance, and if
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the decision is a significant one, it obviously should be

2 made only on the basis of the greatest possible amount of

3 information.

4 The process of characterization yields information

3 and therefore should proceed significant decisions whenever

6 possible, including the preliminary determination. In this

7 way, the protection of public health and safety is better

8 served.

9 Finally, as a practical matter, the Commission and

10 DOE will spare themselves a number of problems by agreeing

that characterization will proceed the preliminary

12 determination.

13 As we have noted, the existing situation invites

14 |litigation and is a demerit on the record of the program.

i5 Unlike many problems, however, these are capable of

16 correction. If DOE and the Commission simply agree that

17 characterization will precede the preliminary

x1 determination, the problem we have discussed will disappear

!9 and no new problems from such a decision are readily

20 foreseeable.

21 We would be happy to respond to any questions you

22 may have.

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: All right. Thank you, Mr.

24 Half Moon.

25 1 am going to suggest we hear from Mr. Tousley and



I then, if you don't mind, we can have questions of both of

2 you.

3 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Good idea.

4 MR. TOUSLEY: Mr. Chairman, members of the

5 Commission, I am Dean Tousley. I am an attorney for the

6 Yakima Indian nation and the tribe has asked me to make a i

7 presentation on their behalf this morning.

8 To begin with, I would like to state that we

9 viewed the Commission's final concurrence decision with

la respect to this matter as absolutely unequivocal. The two

11 sentences which are of greatest interest here are, 'At the

12 June 22 Commission merting, the Commission and DOE agreed

13 |that the preliminary determination required by Section

14 114(f) of the NWPA should be made after the completion of

i5 site characterization and not at the time of site i

16 nominatioa and recommendation." '

17 The Commission and DOE therefore agreed that the

18 last sentence containing the statement to the contrary

19 should be deleted from the guidelines. !
20 DOE Ls nov taking the position that the first

21 sentence I Just read has no effect. Mr. Rusche has told us

22 on July 29 and again this morning that it has no effect

23 apparently because it is not based on safety

24 considerations. i

25 He seems to feel that that fact alone dismisses

II
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any interest the Commission might have in that subject.

2 However, the Calvert Cliffs case 15 years ago established

3 quite clearly that it is the Commission's ultimate

4 responsibility to comply with the National Environmental

5 Policy Act when it engages in licensing actions.

6 The implication of DOE's position with respect to

7 this provision is that the Commission could get an EIS in

8 1991 or '92, or whatever, which considers as alternatives

9 sites which are known at the time of EIS submission to be

to unsuitable for development as a repository.

I would like to use a 'hypo' to explore this

121 situation a little bit with you. In the reactor licensing

13 situation, if your staff came to you with an EIS for a

14 reactor which stated that, -Four or five years ago when we

IS started to consider this matter, we believed that Sites B

16 and C were suitable alternatives to the proposed Site A for

17 this reactor.

It Today, however, we know that Sites a and C are

19 not suitable. Nevertheless, we bring you this EIS with

20 those three sites as the alternatives considered."

21 I submit to you that you would have a very

22 difficult time accepting that EIS as satisfying your NEPA

23 obligations. And that is precisely what will happen if you

24 accept DOE's view of this provision. You will be in a

25 position of having to accept as alternatives sites which
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I are known at the time that the EIS is submitted to be

2 unsuitable. I say that will not satisfy your NEPA

3 obligations.

4 Then other major point I would like to make about

5 the merits of this decision is that if the meaning is given

6 to this provision which the plain reading of the statute

7 gives, that is that characterization comes first and then. a

8 determination of suitability, that provides DOE with a much

9 needed incentive to choose for characterization the best

10 sites it can find.

11 That kind of incentive is sorely missing anywhere

12 else in the regulatory framework of this program at this

13 time. Previously, there was a provision in the EPA's

14 standards, an assurance requirement, which world have

15 implemented an ALARA-type requirement to keep releases from

16 a repository as low as reasonably achievable, thus

t7 providing incentive to select the best possible sites.

1S This interpretation which we urge on you today of

19 the preliminary determination provision also provides such

20 an incentive. Without it, there is no such incentive. The

21 only standard which DOE seems inclined to comply with is

22 one of suitability.

23 We submit that determinations of absolute

24 suitability made today in light of the unprecedented

25 uncertainties involved in this program are simply not

lI
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I. I reliable enough to provide the adequate assurance that we

2 can end up with a repository site which is sufficient in

3 its isolation capabilities.

4 The additional comparative incentive to pick the

5 best sites possible as well as suitable sites adds

6 considerably to our confidence in that respect.

7 The Yakima Indian nation believes that the clear

a understanding which was apparent at the end of the June 22,

i 9 1984 Commission meeting and also in the Commission's final

concurrence decision was a very significant matter. It

contributed substantially to cur feeling that our heavy

12 participation in the Commission's concurrence process was

_ 13 well spent and that it yielded important improvements in

- 14 the siting guidelines.

S| If the Commission reneges on this understanding at

16 this time, that will greatly degrade our sense of

17 accomplishment in this regard.

8| We urge the Commission, consistent with the plain

!9 meaning of the language of Section 114(f) and its KEPA

20 obligations, to retain the current language of its

21 concurrence decision and make it perfectly clear to DOE

22 that it will require an ZIS with guiable alternatives in

23 order to license a repository.

24 I thank you for this opportunity to amplify our

25 position on this matter.
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I CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Thank you.

2 Well. let me ask One question either or both of

3 you can comment on.

a IIf I understand DOE's position, it is that the

5 purpose of the preliminary determination was to assure all

6 parties that they were going after sites that really had

7 the potential for being suitable, based on the availability

a of information.

9 Now, if one waits until after characterization,

l0 then is this a preliminary decision? I admit It is a more

1' firm decision, but do you think that Is in keeping with th

12 intent as DOE *xpresses it or interprets it?

3 MR. TOUSLEY: I would say that a determination j

14 following characterization would certainly still be -

i5 preliminary. It would be certainly preliminary to the

16 ultimate decisions by the Commission on licensing as to the

17 suitability of the site.

18 Even the Commission's licensing decisions are I

19 going to be preliminary in this program because we won't

20 know for a long time whether these sites are really

21 suitable.

22 Making the determination prior to characterization

23 is so preliminary as to be meaningless. They are making

2* I that determination in selecting the sites to characterize.
25 |It doesn't add anything to that to say, 'We preliminarily
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I determine that these sites are suitable. They are

2 selecting those sites to characterize. At the end of the

1 characterization period is the time when it's reasonable to

4 make a preliminary determination that they are suitable.

S CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Do you have any other l

6 comments?

7 MR. GOVER: Yes. We would pretty much agree with I

8 that. As Dean points out, the preliminary determination

9 would appear to be meaningless if it simply means that the

to three sites that are selected for characterization also are

preliminarily determined to be suitable.

12 Because the phrase is undefined in the act and l

13 seems to have emerged at the last minute during the

_- congressional debate, we have to try to find a way to give

15 it some meaning.

16 It seems to me if it is to be a meaningful

:7 decision - and we have to assume that Congress didn't

18 intend for it to be unmeaningful -- if it's going to be a

IS meaningful decision, it ought to be made on the basis of

20 the greatest among of information possible.

21 Characterization yields the greatest amount of

22 information and therefore it should occur either after or

23 at least late in the process of characterization. For that

24 proposition, there is some very direct legislative history,

25 whereas it is very difficult to find any legislative

._
at .
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1 history that would support DOE's interpretation of the

2 statute.

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Okay, let ms stop there for a

4 moment. Tom, do you have questions'?

S COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Just a couple of !
6 questions.

7 Ron, let me ask you. The sense I get from your

8 statement was that this agreement was part of the

9 Commission's concurrence decision, and if that concurrence I
To and the Commission's concurrence role is to be meaningful,

i if the Department wants to change its view now, then that

12 has to be done as part of the formal review process for the

13 guidelines. The Department has to request that the

To Commission re-open the guidelines, at least an this aspect,

is and make a new decision on whether it still concurs.

16 Is that a fair characterization of the view that

7 you were trying to express'? If we don't do that, we are

18 basically undermining our concurrence role and the validity

19 of our concurrence decision, and also calling Into question I

20 the validity of the guidelines themselves.

21 MR. HALF MOON: The feeling that we've got

22 generally is that we feel that the concurrence decision is

23 of some consequence, and that a reneging by the DOE of that

2i apparent agreement is of some concern to us just as a

25 matter of some confidence in the process.

IIl

1H,
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1 |I think by and large that we are not totally

2 familiar with the procedural aspects of what that means.

3 So from the public image standpoint as we see this obvious

4 disagreement, it is of some concern to us.

5 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Dean, I want to explore

6 the NEPA question a little more with you. Ben placed a

t great deal of emphasis on the fact that in his view the

a preliminary determination was not a factor in the safety

9 decisions, and Commissioner Zech, I think, was trying to

10 make the same point, that what he was concerned about was

11 with safety decisions here.

121 Isn't' that an st"duly narrpo reading of the

_13 Commission's responsibilities? Isn't what we are really

14 talking about here the Commission's licensing

is responsibilities which include not only the health and

16 safety responsibilities under the Atomic Energy Act and

17 under scme of the authority in the Nuclear Waste Policy

la Act, but also the environmental review responsibilities

19 that are under KEPA and under the -- as interpreted and

20 modified by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act?

21 Don't we really have to look at the full range of

22 the Commission's licensing responsibilities?

23 MR. TOUSLEY: Yes.

24 (Laughter)

25 MR. TOUSLEY: I would amplify that a little bit.

-1 I
1H
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COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Yes.

2 (Laughter)

3 COIISSIONER BERNTHAL: Is this called -Leading

4 the witness?'

5 MR. TOUSLEY: As I hope I made clear in my

6 statement, I do think it goes very deeply to the

7 Comizssion's NEPA respensibilit£is. But it really goes to

8 the safety responsibility as well.

9 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Yes.

10 MR. TOUSLEY: By having the incentive I talked

11 about on the quality of sites that are charaeterized, you

12 are much more likely to end up with a safe site, a

13 licensable site, at the end. That's totally apart from the

14 environmental obligations.

'51 C~COMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Yes. In fact, let me

16 ask you on the technical side as opposed Just to the

17 environmental side, I had a question in my own mind atbout

ls whether what DOE was proposing here was consistent with the

19 Commission's own technical regulations.

20 'When I look at Part 60 and the way Part 60 is

21 defined, defined site characterization, site

22 characterization is defined as the activities that will

23 generate the information needed to determine the

24 suitability of the site for geological repository.

253 It sounds like to me the Commission's already made
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I the techrical judgment in its regulations that the kind of

2 information from characterization is the information that

3 is really needed to make a determination on site

4 suitability.

5 .Do you see an inconsistency with what DOE has

6 proposed and what the Commission has already said in its

7 regulations is a technical requirement in order to make a

8 judgment on suitability',

9 MR. TOUSLEY: I think that's exactly right. The

10 determination at this time is simply that three sites are

11 suitable for characterization, not suitable for development

121 as rerositories.

13j COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Right. And that's the

14 distinction that's made in our own regulations, I think; is

15 it not?

6 R. TOUSLEY: I agree, yes.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But it doesn't say

is preliminary determination.

19 COMMISSIONER. ASSELSTINE: It says any

20 determination. It says 'a' determination.

21# CAIRMAN PALLADINO: ell, a determination --

22 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: And it draws a

23 distinction --

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Read it again, Jim.

2S COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I can read you the whole
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definition of site characterization.

2 'Site characterization means the program of

3 exploration and research, both in the laboratory and in the

4 field, undertaken to establish the geologic conditions and

5 the ranges of those parametera of a particular site

6 relevant to the procedures under this part. Site

7 characterization includes borings, surface excavations,

8 excavation of exploratory shafts, limited sub-surface

9 lateral excavations and borings, and in situ testing in

to depth needed to determine the suitability of the site for a

geologic repository"

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Suitability.

13 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: -- 'but does not include

t8 preliminary borings and geophysical testing needed to

15 decide whether site characterization should be undertaken.

16 So the regulations seem to draw a clear

1 distinctioa between the kind of limited information that is

18 available now to decide whether to undertake site

19 characterization and the more detailed information you get

20 out of site characterization to decide whether the site is

21 suitable for development.

22 COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: It sounds like the use of

23 the word 'preliminary' --

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Excuse me. All right, go

25 ahead.
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COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: Well, I was Just going to

2 say, it's not sure that you buttressed your case much. I

3 mean, it refers to wpreliminary.|

4 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: No --

5 COMMISSIONER BERNThAL: Wait a minute, preliminary

6 borings and if you are carrying out --

7 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: And geophysical testing.

8 COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: -- preliminary studies --

9 COKISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Needed to decide --
T0 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: -- whether the site

characterization would be applicable to a preliminary

17 d.termination.

13 ~ --OHMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: No, I don't think so.

14 Not a determination of site suitability.

is COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: If I can interject a

16 related question, though. What would be left to do,

1, technically and scientifically, after site

is characterization? That's a question that I wanted to ask

19 broadly here. What else is there to do?

20 I mean, we have a statement from our legal counsel

21 here, Mr. Cunningham, that indicates - and I'm trusting

22 his Interpretation of the law here, it should be better

23 than mine -- that Section 113 indicates that site

24 characterization is complete when the Secretary considers

25 that enough data is available to evaluate the suitability

II
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1 for the site for a construction authorization application.

2 That defines, at least according to our legal

3 counsel's definition and a reading of the law, the

4 complecion of characterization as being the point at which

5 the Secretary should believe that a construction

6 authorization is in order.

7 What else is there to do?

S COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Well, I think my own

answer would be, what is left to do is then proceed with

10 the licensing proceeding to sake a final determination on

| whether the site is suitable for building a repository.

12 }a. TOUZ'LY: . t'%hi'k ?r. i1,uschc ju-t = Ikd that

3 gathering of information and learning aore about the sites

IA does not end even at the time that a license application is

IS submitted.

16 4CGXMISSIOIER ASSELSTINE: That's right.

17 MR. TOUSLEY: That will be an on-going process.

is Even constructing the repository will continue to be a

19 learning period in this program.

20 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Yes.

21 MR. TOUSLEY: There reelly is no way to adequately

.2 characterize certain sites because they are so locally

23 heterogeneous that they are really going to have to mine

24 the site to know what's there.

25 COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: Well, it Just sounds to me

.,
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l that the section that Commissioner Asselstine Just read

2 refers to preliminary data gathering.

3 This is not an issue, a reading of the law,

4 incidentally, that I think this Commission is going to

S settle. We have been advised by our legal counsel that we

6 should not feel compelled to settle a legal reading of the

7 law on this matter.

8 But I have to say that logic, to me at least,

9 seems to indicate that when you have done preliminary

10 technical work -- as the section that you just read, Jim,

11 seems to suggest - that at least the use of the word

12 Ipreliminary' would seem to indicate that that implies a

13 preliminary determination can be made from such preliminary

1l boring data. -

is COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I guess I don't read it

16 that way. Just because the word preli=Lnary- is used in

17 relation to boring doesn't mean that that applies to a

la determination on suitability.

19 COMMISSIONER BERNTEAL: Well, there is another

20 section where the word 'preliminary is absent, though, and

21 only 'determination is used.

22 That is the problem here. I think we all agree

23 that the law is less than lucid on this point.,

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Okay, I suggest we try to

25 draw out the people that make presentations to us as much

._. - . j
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1 as possible, rather than try to express our own views --

2 although I'm sure we can't go without expressing our own

3 views.

£ Lando, do you have a question?

S COMMISSIONER ZECH: No, thank you.

6 COtfISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Well, I had one other

I question --

8 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Oh, go ahead, Jim.

9 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: -- for Dean. I want to

0 go back to Ben's third basic statement. He said that the

purpose in his view of the preliminary determination was to

12 assure the reasonableness in the selection of sites to

13 assure that the three sites which are selected for

14 characterization have a high probability for success.

iS Are you saying you don't necessarily disagree with

16 that in terms of the purpose of the preliminary

17 determination, but in your view that purpose is best

18 fulfilled and achieved by rsquiring that the determination

!9 be made after characterization becaus. that's the real way

20 to make sure that the site selection process will function

21 to select good sites that have a high probability for

22 making it through the process?

23 lMR. TOUSLEY: That's correct. I don't understand

24 what the statement that the sites are preliminarily

25 suitable adds before characterization. It's simply a
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statement, it's out there. We have the information in the

EAs which are the basis for selecting sites to

characterize. They simply add the statement that they are

preliminarily suitable.

That doesn't add anything that adds any confidence

of reasonableness to me.

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: And that's because we

don't have -

MR. TOUSLEY: We don't have the information yet.

That's correct.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: All right. Anything more'?

MR. GOVER: Hr. Chairman, Just one other things.

We have been in touch with the Umatilla Indian tribe, which

is the third of the affect.ed tribes, and they asked us to

seek your leave for them to submit their own views in

writing, assuming the Commission doesn't resolve the issue

today.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: All right, we will be pleased

to receive them.

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Sure.

COhMISSIONER BEENTHAL: Let me ask one further

question here. That really is a legal question which

doesn't particularly apply to your comments and testimony.

If I could ask OGC to comment. I'm curious to

know whether the Commission itself, as a matte of law, has
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1 before it potential difficulty in the concurrence process.

2 It is clear, and I agree with your comments, it is

3 clear that the concurrence statement says something other

' than what DOE now proposes to do.

5 What legal implications does that have for the

6 process, Marty? Is that cast out on the process? Should

7 the Commission -- whatever its views on interpreting the

8 law might be -- should the Commission feel compelled,

9 should it feel it necessary, then, that we reiterate this

10 process of concurrence to clear up that discrepancy'?

11 MR. ?ALSCH: I can't give you a definite answer,

12 but let me suggest this: That if at some future date the

13 Commission should be called upon to make an independent

14 determination as to whether the process has been consistent

15 with the Commission's own guidelines, it will then have to

16 confront the question definitively.

Now, it may be later, but it will be later. At

18 that point in time, the issue will arise as to whether in

!9 fact the process has been consistent with the Commission's

20 guidelines, and that will in turn raise the question as to

21 exactly what the Ccmmissien' guidelines entail.

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Marty, I think it would be

23 worth doing some research on it and giving us the benefit

24 of that additional research.

25 MR. MALSCH: Sure. We have not researched these
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I questions independently.

2 COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: I think we need to know

3 that because independently even of what the Congress does,

4 we may have a monkey wrench here in the procedure that

5 could come back --

6 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Yes.

7 COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: -- to haunt everybody

8 later on. I think we need a paper on that.

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Very good question.

10 Okay. Well, thank you very ouch, gentlemen. We

1' have representatives of six states here this morning, and I

!2 th1lk it would be in our common best interest if all of you

3 Joined us at the table, and then we'll go down the list and

Is have each one of you make a presentation.

is Mr. Tom Lehman, Malachai Murphy, Steve Frischman,

16 Patrick Spurgin, Don Provost, Carl Sinderbrand.

17
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1I| CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: We will next hear from the

2 States. and I propose to have you make Presentations in the

3 order listed on my sheet, and I Presume it is the same as

4 you all have, with Mr. Tom Lehman gains first.

5 | MR. LEHMAN I am Tom Lehman, Associate Director of

6 the State of Minnesota, Washington Office.

I I am here today on behalf of Gregg S. Larson,.

8 Director of Minnesota's High-Level Radioactive Waste

9 Program, and I would like to take this opportunity to read

0 his statement into the record.

it Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission, I want

12 to thank you for your invitation to testify here today. I am

13 !confident that it reflects the Commission's sincere desire !
14 to solicit and fully consider the views of the affected

15| States and tribes on the provisions of Section 114(f) of the

16 Nuclear Waste Policy Act and an the Commissions final I

r| concurrence with the Department of Enersy's siting

18 guidelines.

19 On the one hand, it is a surprise that the issue

20 of the timing of the Preliminary determination of site

21 suitability is again before the Commission because the

22 parties that participated in the concurrence proceedings,

23 and apparently Commission members and staff, had considered

24 the issue resolved. On the other hand, it is not surprising

25| giving OCE's propensity for policy reversal.

! I'
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I The State of Minnesota urges that the Commission

2 reaffirm the agreement that was reached with DOE during the I

3 June 22nd, 1984 .oetins on final concurrence with tne siting

g guidelines. We do so for the following two reasons:

5 First, it is clear from the record of the

6 proceedings, the decision notice in the Federal Register and

I the subsequent Commission comments on DOE's draft mission

8 plan that the Commission had concluded that OOE agreed to

9 delete language from Section 960.3-2-3 of the guidelines

10 requiring a preliminary determination of suitability at the

1 |time sites are recommended for characterization.

tt iS 17go CloRr that tho CoamviSgon eanected the

13 final mission plan to reflect tne agreement that the

tA preliminary aetermination would be made after completion of !
is site characterization.

16 It is difficult to escape the fact tiat even if

17 the record was determined to oe ambiguous, wnich it is not,

la the Commission acted on the belief that there was an |

19 agreement with DOE.

20 Our second reason for urging reaffirmation of the

21 agreement is based on the view that the Commission s

22 position on this issue is logical, justifiable and based on

23 Common sense. In the long run it will benefit the nuclear

2U waste Program anc the Commission's licensing process.

25 The question of whetner or not alternative sites

I :
_ - .
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1 are a necessary component of final site selection should not !
2 be a difficult one to resolve. Minnesota supports the

3 Commission's concurrence Position because a determination at

A the end of characterization is the best way to guarantee

5 that ther4 will be backup sites.

6 Not only will this ensure that the Commission is

7 not presented with a fait accompli at the time of licensing,

a if only one site survives characterization, but it also wil!

9 contribute to schedule certainty by providing back-ups in

tO the event that sites being characterized are judged .
I unsuitable. I
12 The latter advantage is emphasized in the recent

13 report on the nuclear waste Program that was prepared by the !
14 Office of Technology Assessment.

IS | Furthermore, as a second repository state. we want |

16 to stress the importance of maintaining geologic media

17 oPtions. In limiting the current second repository program

18 to granite, OOE has Put all its eggs in one basket. OOE has

19 argued that consideration of a variety of geologic media for

20 a second repository as required n Section 112(a) of the

21 Act, could occur throuSn nomination of sites that were

22 characterized out not selected for the fina7 first

2'1 repository site as provided for in Section 112(b)(1)(CC.

24 There was no certainty mno'.'ver, that such sites would be

25 available if tne Preliminarr determination is made alt the
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1 I start of cnaracterization.

2 Commission staff concern over the environmental

3 impact statement implications of the OOE Position is also

4 warranted. If the EIS lacks reasonaole alternativiet it

5 would fail to meet the requirements of the National

6 Environmental Folicy Act and t.he Nuclear Waste Policy Act,

? and adoption by the Commission would be precluded.

e The EIS implications have a Public as well as

9 legal dimension because of the importance that the

t0 interested public normally ascribes to full and risorous EIS

11 analysis of alternatives.

12i Finally, the preliminary determination of

13 suitability is a tail that- wags the dcg -n the sitir;

program. Recognition that the detsrm-nation must b .ade at

Is the end of characterizat'on is a compeiing incentive lo-

16 OOE to recommend the best Possible sitez 4zr

17 characterization.

18 It would be a very vi5sibe demonstration of VCE x

19 often repeated intention to eliminate f awed s'tes as earl;

20 as possible in order to focus on sites that hold the

21 greatest promise of suitability.

22 As a licensing agency, it is particularly

23 important that tne Commission continue to be viewed as an

24 independent entity that does not vascillate under pressure

25I an key policy issues.

w. - ... . , . _
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I Commission 8a}luee to reaffirm this agree-ant and

2 condition of concurrence will set a precedent for disregard

3 of other concurrence conditions, camage the credibility of

4 the Commission and contribute to the perception that the

5 Commission will readily bend and cede authority to DOE when

6 conflicts arise. That Perception reduces Public confidence I
7 in the nuclear waste program and the important role of the

8 Commission in this undertaking.

9 Thank you.

to CIRVMAN PALLADINO: Thank you very Such.

11 I suggest again that we have all the

12 representatives speak and then we will raise questions.

13 Mr. Murphy from the State of Nevada.

14 MR. MURPHY: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

is My name is Malachai Murphy. I am a special DeputY

16 Attorney General for the State of Nevada.

17 I nave prepared some written remarks which I will !
18 submitt Mr. Chairman, rather than read them.

19 And also in the interest of brevity, because

20 things could get repetitive here pretty quickly, I think '

21 would fust like to associate myself with the remarks of my

22 state and tribal colleagues, with one exception, and tnat is

23 that we do "at feel there is any ambiguity in the Act.

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: That you do not what-

25 MR. MURPHY: We do not feel there is any amb gu ty
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I If you look at what happens in the guidelines and

2 in the Act relative to the nomination and recommendation of

31 sites, first, I take exception with Mr. Rusche's comment

A that the Purpose for the preliminary determination is to

5 support or be a basis for a recommendation.

6 The Act itself provides some basis for that

7 recommendation, and the guidelines in which you concurred

8 provide a further basis for that recommenoation. And if you

9 look at the requirements for the environmental assessment

to leading to a nomination, one of the six elements is to

11 evaluate the suitability for development of a repository

2 under each guideline that does not require site

__ 13 characterization.

it So you already have a basis for nomination and

is recommendation. You don't need the preliminary determination

16 of suitability to do that.

17 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Could you read that again. I

is am sorry, I didn't piCk it all up.

9 |MR. FRISCHMAN: Yes. One of the required six

20 elements in tne environmental assessment, which is to

21 support a nomination ano, according to the guidelines a

22 recommendaticn as well, is an evaluat'on of the suitabilit!

23 for development as a repository under each guideline that

2i Coes not require site characterization for its application.

25 So you are cealing here with an oOvious
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I understanding that you do not have a full spectrum of

2 understanding on thi site itself.

3 Now we could go into many of the problems that we

4 nave discussed before aocut the guidelines and the fact that

5 they are vague, they are not definitive and they are

6 applicable to almost any site in the country if you accept

7 tnoze that don't meet the population density standards.

a So we are dealing with a wnule series of site-

9 that right now really are not different in knowledge before

10 and after a recommencation. |

11 I would think it Mr. Rusche really wants to carry

12 this to the proper extreme in his own mind, he ought to say

13 that all nine sites are determined to be preliminarily

ls suitable, because the jugsment is no different and th e

Is environmental assessment cots not :aunge that ;udgment

16 oecause the information is no different.

17 So we are in a Position now wnere if the

S determination is made, and if you look at the guidelines,

19 the guidelines incorporate in the system guidelines, ..ong

20 other rules, your 10 CFR 60 anc tne as yet to ce pulizshe j

21 40 CFP 151, those are definitive requirements.

22 Now if you going to say tnat the site is sai table

23 to begin with, then what you are doing is assuming tne

2: compliance witn your requirements at this point becatse :,;_

25 nave alreacy sort of ignorea tra: there are guidelire t:-.:

II
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* ii can't De applied. You are just saying that everythrin *_

21 being applied.

3 So the assumption then is maCe that the sIts t-.at

£ are determined to be Preliminarily suitable are in tact ;:n

5 compliance and meet the requirements of your 10 CFR SC and

6 other rules.

7 Now let's go back to the 1980 programmatic EIS

8 that tne Oepartment of Energy submitted and has Deen

9 finalized ana is supposedly tne guiding NEPA document tot

to this program, because I have heard of notning that removes

if that document.

U In tnat. wnether we liK@ it or not, sites are in a

_13 osition wnere you can assume the acceptability of the s tel

14 unless you find that it is disoua'tfieo, Up to the point anc

Is tnrougn the point of recommencing tnat site for ite|

16 characterization or beginning site characterization.

7 At tne point tnzt tne decision is made to begin |

1s site characterization, accoraing to tnat environmental

!9 impact statement and otner documents subsequent to that, YOU

20 can no longer assume tne acceptaoility of that site. You

21 must then aetermine througn facts tnat tn*e site is

22 acceptable. There is a flop-over.

23 I have always nac a Prorlem w'tn the assumption

24 early, out now wnat is '.appening is te assumption Dy the

251 change recommendec or taken Dy :Mr. guicne, that assumption
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2 anc I submit in violation of that 1980 EIS.

3 So I think you have a process here tnat I woul4

4 not like to right now get into the argument of whether it is

5 safety relatec because I agree with the fact that your

6 responsibilities as a Commission are much greater than iust

7 safety.

So I think you are facing an issue of overall

9 compliance of this program, not only with the Waste Policy

10 Act, out with previous approved policy and a very dangerous

it assumption that a site at this point meets your requirements

12 when the facts are not on the table.

13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: All right. Thank you.

lo | Let's see, we go next to Mr. Spurgin.

MR. SPURGIN: Yes. My name is Pat SpurS n, and I am

16 |from the State of Utah.

17 I have to follow along with my colleagues and say

that most of what I woulc say is redundant to what you nave

19 already heard.

20 I woule just like to make the point that we

21 believe that the Commission's responsioilities also egtend

22 to consideration of environmental impactst and we believe

23 that that responsibility extends to tne early stages of the

24 site selection Process as well.

25| And we feel that the guidelines in their present

_. . . .-
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I form and the Commission's concurrence in them at least in

2 part compromises the ability of the Commission to fulfill

3 its responsibility for consideration of environmental

4 impacts.

5 I would note that Utah doesn't believe that the

6 Department of Energy has to date gathered sufficient

7 information nor done sufficient analysis to make any kind of

a determination of suitability, whether it be the preliminary

9 determination on a ciscussion or the simple determination of

10 the suitability of a site for further consideration.

11 By the same token, it the Section 114(t)

2 determination of suitability is deferred, all of the things

13 considered woulc still be an inadequate substitute for the !
14 careful consideration 4f the safety, health and

15 environmental impacts arising from the earlier DOE

16 decisions and that is the basic message.

17 Thank you for tne opportunity.

is CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: All right. Thank YOU.

!9 Next Mr. Don Provost.

20 MR. PROVOST: Thank you, Mr. Cnairman.

21 I am Don Provost, Acting Program Director of the

22 State of Washington Office of Hign-Level Nuclear Waste

23 Management.

24 1 nave a statement nere from Governor Gardner, and

25 s0 I will just read nis statement to you.
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1I Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission, thank

2 you for inviting me to present my views on the importance

3 and timing of the preliminary determination of suitability

4 of potential high-level waste repository sites.

S The State ot Washington at every opportunity has

6 clearly and forcefully stated its opinion concerning Section

7 114tf) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. Our position is

8 faithful to both the spirit and the letter of the Act and

9 the intent of Congress. We emphatically believs the Act

101 requires a preliminary determination of suitability to be

it made after characterization is substantially complete.

12 Others have already testified about the legal

13 justification for our Position. So I will discuss the

4 implications of our Position.

15 This is a very significant issue for both the

16 | State of Washington and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

1t It is important to remember that USOOE makes a preliminary

is determination and NRC makes a final aetermination of

19 suitability during the licensing process. Our citizens need

20 to be convinced that Dot'i determinations guarantee safe

21 permanent disposal of nisg-level wastes.

22 Before I ciscuss the specific concerns about the

23 timing, 2 want to give three conditions wnicn must be met

24 before Washington State would consider accepting a

25 |repository site. These conoitions are:
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-- USOOE must demonstrate to our satisfaction

2 tnat the repository will be safe.

3 -- USDOE must demonstrate that Hanforo is better

4 ana safer than any other site.

5-- The proposed repository must be acceptable to

6 Washington State citizens.

7 Let me briefly explain how the decision on

a determination of suitability relates to the three

9 conditions.

10 USOOE must use Performance assessment techniques

11 to demonstrate that the repository will be safe. As you

12 know, Hanford is the most complex site under consideration.

13 Extensive studies will have to be cGmpleted before USDOE can

14 reliably conclude that groundwater travel times will meet

15 EPA and NRC requirements.

16 In Its draft environmental assessment comments,

17 NRC states that it believes limitations of the available |

to data do not allow high confidence to be assigned to any

19 travel time estimates at this time. Independent experts

20 engaged by the State of Washington agree with this

21 statement.

22 At this time with this limited information, USDOE

22 cannot demonstrate that a repository at Hanford will be

24 safe. A preliminary Oetermination of suitability snould no:

251 be mace until USOGE can demonstrate tne site is a sate site.



I The Nuclear Waite Policy Act establisnes a

2 Procedure whicn allows the preliminary Ceterminat ion to De

3 mace wnen relevant and necessary information is availaale.

4 This is not the time.

;5 Conaition two implies a comparison among

6 acceptable sites. It Hanford is cnosen, it is very possible

J that a disqualifying fatal flaw will be discovered during

3 site characterization. Even if site characterization is

9 completee at Hanford, we are convinced that USOCE will be

10 unable to assign high confidence to groundwater travel

I times.

12 If one or more sites are disqualified, USOOE and

3 NRC would have a very difficult time proving tne cnosen site

14 is better ano safer. If only one site would remain on tne

15 list, comparison among alternatives woula be impossible and

16- USDOE would be unacle to. demonstrate that the chosen site is

17 safer and better.

is This leads me to condition tnree, citizen

19 acceptability. Having three suitable sites after

20 characterization is a fundamental requirement for citi:en

21 acceptance. Having fewer than three sites available after

22 characterization will ensure a political failure. Such a

23 Political failure would most likely occur during a

24 repository licensing process.

25 |On August 1st I testified before the House
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2 Committee on Energy and Commerce. I testified that the

3 effort to site a nigh-level repository is on the wrong

s track. Public confidenc, is already at a low point. I

5 recommended a pause in the headlong rush to site a

6 repository and that non-USOOE experts be asked to review the

7 ranking metnodology.

S That procedure should set aside political

9 considerations and focus on a single issue, the issue of

lo safety. I hope that the quality and scope of this review is

it sufficient to put the siting effort tack on the right track.

12 8efore I end my testimony, Iwish to compliment

13l the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and staff for the quality

14 and objective natture ot the result waste isolation project

15 work. This most important work requires a hign standard of

16 excellence.

17 We have received top-leuel technical Performance

18 from NRC. As a result, we now have hign confidence in the

!9 NRC. We are concerned tnat an incorrect decision on the

20 timing of a Preliminary Determination of suitability will

21 not only affect NRC's performance, but also place NRC in an

22 untenable position when tha licensing decision is before it.

23 In summary, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act requires

24 that Preliminary determinations of suitability for :nree

75 Potential repository sites follow site characterization. If
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USDOE makes a Premature Preliminary oetermination, legal

2 challenges certainly will delay the repository program,

3 } It runs counter to the Nuclear Waste Policy Acts

4 | intent of siting a safe repository with a supportable

5 Procedure. A determination after characterization will

6 protect the publitc health and safety, ensure Public

7 confidence and comply with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

COMMISSIONER PALLAQINO: All right. Thank you very

9 much, Mr. Provost.

10 Lets sect we nave Mr. Carl Sinderbrand from the

| State of Wisconsin next.

121 MR. SINOERERANO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and

13 members of tne Commlssion.

4| My name is Carl Sinderbrand from the Wisconsin

5 Department of Justice representing the State of Wisconsin in

16 this matter.

7 ; aPpear here today with two hats. One as the

is representative of a state being considered for a second

19 repository, but also as a representative of a state with a

20 substantial investment in nuclear Power, which is very

21| concerned that tne DOE program result in a timely conclusion

n2 at selection of a repository which will meet NRC standaros.

23 would like to make several Points, one legal and|

24 the rest practical.

25 From a legal perspec:ive, I believe that a

ii.
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I thOrougn reading of the Act of both In Its Structure and by

2 any accepted rules of statutory construction can only lead

3 to the determination that the preliminary determination must

41 be made after characterization for at least two reasons.

5 One is that the OOE's current interpretation would

a result in the preliminary determination requirement being

7 superfluous and, seconCly, because its interpretation could

8 lead to an environmental impact statement which presents no

9 alternatives to the selected site which conflicts with NEPA.

10 I believe it is clear that the intent of Congress was that

11 NEPA be complied with in the selection of a site for

12 development of a repository.

3 I would also like to agree with Mr. Provost's

;4 comment with respect to a public acceptability and the

Is political consequences of the Oepartnent of Energy's

16 decision.I

17 e The States have an important role in the ultimate

la selection of a repository. In order for a State to be

19 willing to accept a repository, recognizing that the States

20 have both geographically and politically a much more

21 immeaiate ana close relationship with a repository than OE

i| does, it must not only meet tne minimum technical standards

23 before the NRC in 10 CFR 609 but it must also De considered

24 to be the best available site.

25 This reflects, I believe, a philosophical



I dispute between the States, .hich may host a repository, and I
2 the OOE. The States are concerned that the application of

3 tne guidelines leads to the selection of a politically I

4 acceptable ans the best available site.

5 DOE in its position today and in its program

6 generally is clearly focusing on the selection of perhaps

7 only one tachnicaily accaptatla sitv. t think this is a

3 distinction worth consideration because, as the NRC has

reflected before, a Public acceptability and acceptability-

o b by the States is a very important consideration.

1! The otner point I would like to raise is relevant i

12| to tne second repository States, one that Mr. Lehman has

13 talluced to. DOE is in essence putting all its eggs in one

1| basket with respect to the second repository, and that is i

Is |that it is only considering crystaline rocks. The Nuclear

16 Waste Policy Act in the guidelines reflects the need to j

17 consider alternative media both within the first and second

Is irepository process.

19 If DOE under its interpretation goes through

20 characterization and has only one acceptable site, there

21 will be no alternatives to grant it for consideration for a

22 second repository.

23 Thank you.

2: ICOMMISSIONER PALLADINO: Thank you.

25 tWell, let me start the questioning with two

1 i
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1 I questions. ;

2 Several of you, and I guess, Mr. Murphy, You were

3 the first one who said that tne Act clearly requires that

4 the preliminary determination be made after site

5 characterization. Could you elucidate on that anc wny you

6 think it is so?

7 MR. MURPHY: Well, I think it is so because of the

a application of fundamental principles of English grammar,

9 Mr. Chairman.

tol (Laughter.)

COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: Well, there aren't that !
13 many of us that understand the grammar. So would you help

13 us.

14 MR. MURPHY:- Congress said tnat the Secretary must |

is do two things. He must first characterize sites and he must

16 secondly make a preliminary determination that sucn sites

17 are suitable for development as repositories. Not a

is preliminary determination that they are suitable for further

19 investigation, but a preliminary determination tnat they are

20 suitable for development as repositories after or following

21 characterizing three sites.

22 We see absolutely no ambiguity whatsoever. Resort

23 to the legislative history, to the floor colloquy simply

24 confirms what the language of the statute itself says, in

5 I our view.



COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: Isn't it true that the

floor colloquy though confirms it in one House and not the !

3 other House of Congress Pretty much? I mean I agree with

4 you. I think the floor colloquy on the House side seems to

5 confirm that, and the floor colloquy on the Senate side

£ seems to say the opposite.

7 MR. MURPHY: No, I don't agree with that,

8 Commissioner Bernthal. I think the floor colloquy in the

9 House confirms it more clearly than the floor colloquy in

10 the Senate in our view of the Act. But I don't think that

i| the remarks on the Senate floor support the Department of

12 Enersy's Position at all.

13 MR. FRISCHMAN: May I add something to that, and

ls that is the full statement in 114t ) goes to tne extent tnat

15 such sites are suitable for devel.:pment as repositories

16 consistent with the guidelines promulgated uncer Section

171 112(a).i

1- New let me reiterate one of my points, and that is

19 that it is known and understood in this Act anf i' -V!

20 application to date that all of those guidelines cannot be

21 applied until site characterization is underway.

22 So consistent with those guidelines, and it does

23 not say consistent with those guidelines which can De

24 aPplied prior to site characterization. It says consistent

25 witn tne guioelines of 112ta).

!
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2 Cifficulties that I have is I may not read things the same

3 way as the various legal People might, ainc the-various legal

4 people don't seem to be reading it all the same way. So I

5 guess it leads me to wonder whether it is all that clear.

6 MR- FRISCHMAN: I prefer to apply the rule of

7 logic, just as Mr. RCschet and we just happen to disagree

s once again.

9I tLaughter.)

10 MR. MURPHY: God forbid if the Congress should ever

11 pass a statute that aoesn't require interpretation.

12 (Laughter.)

13 COMMISSIONER PALLAOINO: appreciate that, but

14 even Congress Is interpreting it aifferently on both sies

is of the House.

16 Well, maybe other questions will bring out further !
17 clarification.

is Let me just ask one other question. I guess Mr.

19 Provost first introduced the statement that it must be the

20 best available site, if I recall correctly.

21 And then I guess it was mr. Sinderbrand who said,

22 or maybe you both said. that it must be Politically

23 acceptable. Are these necessarily consistent requirementsi

24 You may have the best available site on a technical basis,

25 and if that is what you meant, then I am not sure I
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2 is that it must be acceptable to the citizens.

3 MR. PROVOST: Well, I don't think YOu will ever

4 prove acceptability to our citizens unless you have |

5 something to compare them against and acceptable sites to

6 compare at the enc. If you Set through a process, and if yod

7 make your preliminary determination early and one or two

8 sites drop out and you are left with one, You can be sure

9 you are not goins to Set one through. It it going to be a

s0political disaster. The only way it will ever be acceptable I

It is if there are three acceptable sites at the time of the !
12 preliminary determination.

13 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: No, I was trying to

u understand and I thought I had the paper before me, but I

15 must have mislaid it, you said we want the best available

16 site, and then I think You said the requirement that it must

17 be acceptable to people. I
Is MR. PROVOST: That is Governor Gardner's Position.

19 MR. MURPHY: Let me expand on that thought for one

20 moment, If I could, Mr. Chairman.

21 From NevLda's point of view at least, it is not

22 only a question of the site being acceptable, but the

23 process has to be acceptable to the Public. The process of I

24 selecting that site must ce politically acceptable to the

25 Public or there is no chance in tne world that a notice of
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I disapproval will not be filed.

2 The only way that there Is any hope of achieving I
3 that kind of acceptability is 4or the Public to be genuinely

A satisfied that the Oepartment has considered genuine

5 alternatives, and genuine alternatives we think are sites

6 for which the dete'mWinations are m-ae *s late in the process

7 as possible aftei securing as much confirmed scientific data

8 as is Possible to achieve consistent with a reasonable

9 application of tne deadlines which Congress has imposed on

to the Department.

ii COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: I have to say I agree with I
12 the point you made that there is an obvious flaw here in

13 what appears to have been aSreed to by the Commission and

IA the Oepartment o-f Energy, That is unfortunate and that may

15 |well require that the Commission take some steps to make

16 sure that Public acceptability is guaranteed.

17 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: I don't see how you are ever

is going to guarantee that.

19 COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: But on the point that I

20 said earlier, I do not Propose, at least as one member of

21 the Commission, to get into interpreting a law that Congress

22 is surely free to interpret far better than we can. And if

23 they choose not to, then I would suggest that is the job of

24 the Court.

25 This law is just Plain ambiguous, and I am not
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sure the reading of Englism is quite as simple as you might I

2 suggest. It is a mess, quite frankly.

3 MR. FRISCHMAN: I would like to expand on tne I

4 confidence thing just to add tnat in Texas conticence in a I
5 preliminary determination of suitability at this point would

6 be absolutely zero because not one scientific investigator

7 working for the DOE program has ever set foct on either site

8 in Texas.

COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: That is interesting.

MR. MURPHY: That speaks to a Point you made

11 earlier, too, Commissioner 8ernthal, the colloquy between

12 you and Commissioner Asselstine on preliminary borings. Th ey

13 naven't done any preliminary borings in Texas. They are

14 going to make that preliminary determination of suitability

is in Texas without any preliminary borings.

16 MR. FRISCHMAN: It will be made on tne basis ot

17 extrapolation of data from borings around a 2-.eoo square

1 mile area. |

19 COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: But let me, if I can ---

20 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: Yes, so ahead.

21 COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: --- Just for the public

22 record here, because I think it is important to the public,

23 share our understanding or lack thereof on the confusion in

2: the law on this particular point, and I eon't intend to

25 imply the law is a mess an every point, but on this timing

!!
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I question it 15.

2 Our legal office again sifted through the

3 legislative record on tnis, and I find it interesting that

s Congressman Ottinser, who I suspect snared Your view at

5 least to some extent in this matter of timing, and if you

6 don't like DOE's position and you don't like the position

7 that DOE and NRC apparently agreed to, then you can find

8 something in between in Congressman Ottinger's comment,

9 because ne says, and I am quoting now, "It is envisioned

to that this preliminary determination would occur late in the ;

1 site characterization program."

12 So now you have got all three, It is before or is

13 it after or is it during. Now I submit to you that is

1¢ ambigulus . !
15 MR. FRISCHMAN Well, I would like to Put that into

16 the context of my comments on the guidelines, and that is

17 that you can reacn a point sometime during site

is characterization when the Department is goins to have to !
ts make some kina of a determination for itself regaroing the

20 suitability for a repository. And I think tne point was mace

21 already that the determination of suitability is reserved to

22 you folks, the Commission.

23 The Department can only make a preliminary

24 determination in the context of whetner a site is in fact

25 suitacle for a repository or not. When they make that
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I preliminary determination, they then have a basis for

2 handing you an application.

3 MR. MURPHY: Nevada agrees with that position,

4 Commissioner Bernthal to the extent that characterization

5 needs to be substantially completed before the preliminary

6 determination can be made, and by that we think Congress

7 meant that you have to have completed characterization to

8 the extent that you can apply those guidelines which require

91 characterization for their application.

To Now at what point in time in the characterization

I; Process that occurs, I am willing to concede at least is I

12l within the programmatic discretio- f Mr. Ruscne and his

13 staff. But they can't make it before they even begin the

14 process of characterizing the site to apply-tnose guidelines

which require characterization, anc tnat is what they are

16 suggesting to you that they are soins to co.

171 COMMISSIONER PALLAOINO: Well, that would imply,

18 and I got this also from Mr. Provost's prepared commentsj

19 that would imply that they had better at starting with more

20 than tnree to be characterized or somewnere along the line

21 if one falls out for some reason then you have to go back

22 and start another one.

23I MR. PROVOST: Or they had better So in with three

24 good sites and not go in with risky sites. Hanford is an

25 example of where there nas been a lot of work done, but the

II
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I certitude of the results to date, and I think tne NRC, EA

2 comments, ourselves and everybody agrees that they are

3 nowhere near being able to have any confidence in results.

4 COMMISSIONER PALLAOINO: But You are saying they

5 must make a preliminary determination that they have tnree

6 gooC sites. That supports the other position.

7 MR. PROVOST: NO, no.

8 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: You have the problem that I

9 you either mame a Preliminary determination that you have

10 three real good sites or you say I can't make it because I

11 don t have enough data and tnerefore I have to start more

12 sites.

13 MR. PROVOST: Of you coula have a situation, as in

:4 tne current first tnree, where you nave two sites that are

is on government land, which went througn a site selection

16 process that was completely different than any other site.

17 So it isn't li:.e the second round where you so through a

la very organized site selection Process.

!9 MR. MURPHY: Let me present a worst case scenario,

20 Mr. Chairman, which I think does point out that this

21 question indeed implicates puolic health and safety issues

22 and not just environmental or timing issues.

23 Assume through the application of guidelines,

24 which we think even after the Commission s concurrence are

25 imperfectly suojectivet but assume througn the application
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of those subjective guidelines in a subject manner based on

what we feel to be in some cases inadequate and questionaole

data in the environmental assessments that Preliminary

ceterminations are made early in the process before

confirmed scientific data sufficient to make those decisions |

is even begun to be gathered. |

And assume further that the end result of that

process is one marginally acceptable site and two sites that

are determined to be unsuitable.

The Department then comes to this Commission with

an application for a construction authorization and Puts you

folks in the very uncomfortable Position, because of all of

the Years of effort and hundreds ol millions of dollars

expended on tne program, of taKing a look at only one site !
out of three wnicn is perhaps suitable, but only marginally

so eased on then known data, and you would then be in the

position of asking yourselves wrletner to abort this entire

10, 15 or 20-year Process or to authorize tne construction

of a site which may later turn out to be bad.

That is really the critical question we are

talking about nere today is now much confidence are yOu

going to require in the earliest siting decisions ands

consequently, now much hard, confirmed and defensible

scientific data must the Department generate before they

begin to make those decisions.

:C
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I | MR. FRISCHMAN: This comes back to the question of

2 what does it mean to reopen concurrence on the guidelines.

3 Mr. Rusche said it means nothing other than to deal with the

A issue of preliminary determination.

5 Well, I submit if you deal with it and say that it

6 is later, that it is at tne end of later in site

7 characterization then that is all you have to do. But if it

a goes the way the Oepartment of Energy wants it to so, the

9 Purpose for reopening concurrence is to determine if the

lt guidelines are sufficiently definitive and rigorous to

it t1.:dle the question of are there facts that support this

12 determination or is it assumptions that support this

13 determination, and your own rules require facts.

COMMISSIONER PALLAOINO: Let me see, Commissioner

Is Roberts, do you have questions?

16 COMISSIONER ROBERTS: No.

17 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: Jim?

18 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: A couple of points, and

19 let me Pick up on the one that you were just talking about,

20 Mal. I think you have to recognize that the argument that

21 Mr. Rusche has made has to be tempting or appealing to the

22. Commission in one respect, and that is that, gee, you guys

23 don't have to worry so much about this legal Issue. You can

24 duck the legal issue.

25I And I tnink Commissioner Bernthal was talking

. .I,



eI about well, maybe the Commission shouldn't get involved. I

2 Let's leave this to the Department of Energy and the I

3 Congress and say it is a matter of their discretion.

I guess I would like to address that head on and l

5 see, you know, can the Commission duck it, can the

6 Commission afford to duck it and what kind of a situation is

7 the Comm~ssion likely to find itself in if it does that. If

8 things so ahead the way that DOE has proposed them and DOE

9 picks three sites, and I won't speculate on which three, and |

1  for some reason or another one of those sites drops out

11 because there are difficulties in doing the characterization ]

1 work, and a second drops out because some flaw is identified I

13 during charactertization.

14 Then DOE comas back to the Commission with one

is site, and ther the Commission has to fulfill its

16 environmental impact responsibilities that still txist under i
17 the law. Are we on the spot then and are we the ones then

la that get left holding the bas. And if that is the case, can

1 the Commission really afford to duck the legal question now

20 and aren't we really going to Pay for it later on?

21 MR. FRISCHMAN: I think you will Pay for it in real

22 collars because you will get an environmental impact

23 statement that you must accept. to the extent practicable ano

24 it will be very low an the scale of accepting to tne extent

25 practicable when you interpret NEPA as it applies to four

II

1i
I
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1 I decisions.

2 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: And I take it that we

3 would be in the Position of having to defend in Court an

4 environmental impact statement that says, gee, if we have

5 got one site here and the alternatives that we considered

6 washed out a couple of years ago in the process ---

7 MR. FRISCHMAN: Well, the question is whether you

a want to spent the dollars defending yourselves in Court, or

9 you send your staff out to develop two more sites.

10 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That is true at that I

I1 point in time.

12 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: But I suggest that ycu

13 ought to start with more sites if you are not sure.

14 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Well. I personally happen

is to feel that is right, that we probably ought to start with !
16 four sites rather than just three, and also make sure ---

;7 COMMISSIONER PALLAOINO: Well, I said more." I

is didn't say four. I con't know now many. I said more. l

19 MR. MURPHY: There is some logic to that, but I

20 have to live with my colleagues from Mississippi and Utah as

21 well, Mr. Chairman.

22 tLaughter.)

23 I aon't think they want to hear us suggest that

24 four or five sites snould be characterizea..

25 MR. FRISCHMAN: And I am not really suggesting that
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I Should be characterizedj

2 MR. MURPHY: But remember what the significance to

3 the end result of the Process is tnat we are talking about

4 here. If the Secretary is allowed to make his preliminary

5 determination of suitability before characterization begins

6 rather than substthtially completed, then the procesz can

7 continue to go forward through licensing and through the

a application for a construction authorization even if only

9 one or two sites are ultimately found to be suitable for the I

10 appltcation of such a license.

11 If, on the other hand, he has to make the

12 preliminary determination of suitability substantially into

13 characterization for the Purpose we submit of having three

1 genuine alternatives for the Commission to consider in

15 adopting to the extent practicable tne Oepartment~s EIS,

16 then it is an entiraly different kettle of fish.

17 I suggest tnat at tnat point in time, if we get to

t8 the end of this Process with only one suitable site,

s9 preliminarily determined to be suitacles and I don't even

20 think it is a question of practicality, I would suggest the

21 Commission would be legally pronibited from adopting such an

22 environmental impact statement.

23 COMMISSIONER PALLAOINO: But you departed from my

24 point. My only point that I was cringing up iS there seemec

25| to be some reluctance to go to more sites. If you really
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2 site characterization is done and you want three to end uP

3 with, It sounas to me like you have to start witn more, ano

4 tnat is all I was trying to clear up.

f MR. SINOERBRANO: That is not necessarily true, Mr.

6 Chairman.

7 IOMM'SSIONER PALLA'DIN: Or you mu t be prepare -

a stop along the way and add one.

MR. SINOERERANO: If I may add, the Preliminary

10 determination of suitability is not the only analysis of

t1 suitability that occurs in the Process. In preparing the

12 envirormental analysis to support the characterization

13 decision, suitability must oe determined.

14 The real issue isn't when the initial

15 determinations of suitability occur, but when the last I
I6 determination of suitability occurs, and we submit that

17 can't be made until after the cata supporting guideline

1S aeterminations are made, and that is well into site

19 cnaracteri:aion.

20 MR. MURPHY: The point that has been made many

21 times earlier, and I think Commissioner Asselstine made it

22 at the July 29th meeting, the tfnal determination of

23 suitability is made at this table. Everytning the Secretary

24 coes is Preliminary in that respect. nre final decision is

25 made right here in tnis room.
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COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: I agree that everything is

preliminary until you get a final repository, but I aon't

think tnat is the context in which the Congress developed

their concept of Preliminary determination, or otherwise

they would have said so.

Jim, go ahead.

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE; I was goins to say I

think that is what they did have in mind myself.

(Laughter.)

And I think that Is ever there is going to be an

issue in the licensing proceeding, it is gains to be the

suitability of that site for development as a repository.

That is gains to be, no matter what site is selected, a

central issue in any licensing proceeding, ani ultimately

the judgment is goins to have to be made nere.

The other question I guess I wanted to raise is

sort of a broader one, and that is what does this all do to

the process.

When I think back to a year or so ago when we were

last at this table on this subject, the sense I had, and '

think many of us expressed t at the time and, Fred, I think

you expressed it and, Joe, I think you did as well, was that

we were concerned and troubled when we had the guidelines

before us that after a number of iterations, reviews and

drafts by DOE that what we nad before us was a set of
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I guidelines where the States and Indian tribes were almost

2 unanimous in saying there are some fundamental weaknesses in

3 these guidelinesf .

4 They don't provide an effective and an adequ3te

5 method for screening and selecting sites that are going to

6 provide a high degree of assurance that there are going to

7 be good sites chosen for characterization, and that at the

811 end of the road you will have good sites to make a selection

9 tram to develop the repository. And there were a variety of |

10 examples that I think all of you gave about that.

11 I know a number of us expressed the concern at the l

12, time that we thought this whole process was getting off on

13 the wrong foot if what we had at this very early stage in

14 the process was a fundamental disagreement among all of tne !
,5 States on one side and the Department of Energy on the otner |

16 about this program as going and whether we had an effective l

17 site screening process or we had one that was fatally

la flawed.

19 I think in many respects the Commission's

20 concurrence decision represented a good 4 aith effort on our

21 part to try and deal with that. We made some changes that

22 our staff recommended to us, and we made some more that we

23 came up with, and I think one of those, one key one, in my

24 view, was the agreement with DOE on the timing of thie

25 preliminary determination.

i'

11
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2Iuess what I am wondering is it strikes me that

2 |this whole exercise now reopens these old wounds and I am l

3 Interested in your reaction of what this does to the

A process, what it does to where we are now and what it does

5 to the kind of cooperation and agreement that I think is

6 absolutely essential to the success of this program.

I Mal, I agreed very much with the comments that you

8 said about the States' role as this Sets down the road,

9 particularly when the President selects a site and what it

to does to our regulatory program, to the States' ability to

|I have confidence in us and to the working relationship with

12 OOE and to the whole success of the program.

13 MR. FRISCHMAN: I agree with me. It not only

| reopens old woundst but it opens existing wounds.

15 |I think the place where that happened and I think

16 the Place that you need to consider very carefully is

17 Appendix 3 and 4 are a result of the Commissions!

is determination that some more things needed to be done for

19 concurrence.

20 Now Appendix 3 and 4 have never been part of OOE's

21 public rulemaking process. Appendix 3 and 4 were subject to

22 our discussion, which was by invitation to a meeting with

23 the Commission.

24 So Appendix 3 and 4 we saw at the time as being

25 weak and inadequate, especially in the face of the vagueness
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of the technical guidelines themseves.

And I think the only reason that we probably

didn't become extremely disturbed about the weakness of

Appendix 3 and 4, weak to the point where You have three or

so pages of information necessary for nomination and for

sites for characterization, and then a line that says the

types of information will be used eccept where findings set

forth in Appendix 3 of this Part can be arrived at by a

reasonable alternative, whatever that is.

So we had little faith, and about the only thing

that kept us together in figuring well, we will try these

guidelines and we will do what Mike Lawrence asked us to do,

the proof of the guidelines is in tneir application, when we

left the room that day, the only thing that left us any

faith at all was that the Process of determining suitability

of sites was not going to be nailed down at the same time

that these guidelines were used to say thgse are the worlds

best sites out there that we can deal with right now.

So we have totally lost confidence if we lose the

ability to say that at the end of the process there are

going to be some further determinations, rather than just

stacking more and more and more concrete aeterminations on

the front end based on assumptions.

MP. SINOERBRANO: If I may add to that ---

COMMISSIONER PALLAOINO: Let me make a Point.

I

i

i
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I We have only one issue that we are talking about, the

2 timing. You may say that that destroys or undermines all the

3 confidence in everything that has been done up to now, but I

A am not sure that that is the right thing to be talking about

5 here because one thing doesn't completely undermine the

6 confidence.

7 I think we should make sure that we recognize that

8 there is only one item under discussion, and that is the

9 timing of the Preliminary determination. Now to the extent

to that might undermine your confidence, it woulw be

T1 appropriate, but I wouldn't get into all the other items.

12 MR. SINDERBRANO: If I may say, Mr. Chairman, that

13 I agree with Mr. Frischman that the States left the June

14 22nd, 1584 concurrence meeting with the reflection that the i

15 preliminary determination being mace after characteri-ation l

16 would provide the necessary incentive lacking in Appendix 3 l

17 ftor OE to avail itself of the best information available

is Pr or to making characterization decisions, and that the

19 absence of that assurance definitely does undermine our

20 coinfidence.

21 One must question at least rhetorically wny the

22 |Otartment of Energy is so intent in retracting from this

23 agreement that it made in the June 22nd meeting, and I would

24 susgest that is a reflection of a low level of confidence on

25 behalf of OQE that applization of Appendix 3 will lead to

.,, .
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I the selection of sites for characterization that can be

2 determined to be suitable after characterization.

3 MR. MURPHY: Let me add something to that Point an

4 using the Department's own language, Mr. Chairman, and this

5 is what they are asking you and the public to accept at this

6 point in time, 'To make a preliminary determination of

I suitability when," and I am reading from Page 189 of Volume

8 I of the Mission Plan, "when all of the issue identified in

9 Chapter 1 remained unresolved to some degree at this stage

10 of repository site investigations and development."

it All of their technical issues remain unresolved to

12 some degree, and yet they still insist that they can, and

13 they are not going to resolve them between now and Oecember,

14 and yet they still insist that they can preliminarily

is |determine that three sites are suitable for development as

36 repositories, not for further investigation but for

37 development as repositories.

18 That does not instill a great deal of confidence

19 in the process either among members of State icvernments or

20 the public or Indian tribes.

21 COMMISSIONER A3SELSTINE: You know, Joe, you are

22 right that this meeting is to discZia the timing of the

23 preliminary determination question, but it does appear to me

2: that the two elements are linked because ---

25 COMMISSIONER PALLAOINO I was suggesting that we
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1 oenly link them to the extent that it ties to this question.

2 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That is right, but as I

3 recall, many of the comments from the States were quite

4 focused on these guidelines don't spell out with a great

5 deal of precision what the criteria are going to be,

6 particularly disqualifying criteria, criteria that will bump

I a site out.

3 COMMISSIONER PALLAOINO: I agree tnat we got a lot

9 of very valuable contributions last time and we made changes

10 based on those.

Ii COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Nor do the guidelines

12 spell out with a great deal of specificity what information

_ -13 is needed in order to make those kinds of judgments. And we

14 did not in the changes we made really go back and change

15 that fundamental approach of the 0OE guidelines. We let DOE

take that flexible approach. We said all right, we won t so

17 back and try and rewrite the guidelines, and I think we all

is recognized at the time that, first, there was a lot of

i9 Pressure on us to get the concurrence decision done and,

20 second, it might have been fairly impractical for us to try

21 and rewrite the guidelines ourselves.

22 Rather than bump them back to DOE, I think what we

23 tried to do is provide some added assurance that this

24 process, this site selection process would work. And the way

25 we Cid that is to say that we want this determination made
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I after characterization rather than before when we are,

2 confidence that you will have the information.

3 Now whether it is after or whether it is after

4 characterization has been largely completed in my mind

5 doesn't make a whole lot of difference. But I think the big

6 difference-is before you even start to gather that

7 information.

hI guess those are the couple of questions that I

9 had.

to COMMISSiONER PALLAOINO: Okay.

11 Fred, do you have more?

12 COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: I just have a comment. My

13 recollection of tnat very useful last meeting we had with

14 the States and Indian tribes was that at least some of the

15 difficulties were based on lack of communication and the

16 language not being clear and DOE and at least some members

17 of the Commission reading things one way when they didn't

la say that so clearly.

19 That in fact I thought was cleared up in what I

20 thought was a very useful meeting. I con't recall this

21 question of timing being the sine qua non of the wnole

22 process though. Now it may be that that is what you all have

23 in the backs of your minds. I would have to go back and

24 check the transcript, but I don't recall that being raised

251 as the central issue that made these guidelines acceptable
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I to tne States.

2 MR. FRISCHMAN: Once that position developed, we

3 were afraid to toucn it.

COMMISSIONER 8ERNTHAL: That may well be.

5 (Laughter.)

6 That is all sort of history. and I think again I

7 have to say at this point the Commission at least has to

8 have concern that this process not be jeopardized because of

9 what could be a serious legal difficulty raised later on.

10 Again, I need to see an opinion on that.

MR. MURPHY: Let me suggest another concern tne

12 Commission ought to have had, and that is whether or not it

13 was the sine qua none in the minds of all five voting

14 members of the Commission, that language did find its way

is into your order and you should now be concerned with whether

16 or not yOu are going to allow the Department of Energy to

17 turn its back on and walk away from that order or whether or

18 not you are gains to start a Process to reconsider or

9 whether or not you are going to insist upan your order being

20 adhered to.

21 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: That is our dilemma, yes.

22 Any more, Fred?

23 COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: No.

24 COMMISSIONER PALLAONO?: Lando?

25 COMMISSIONER ZECH: No, thank you.
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I COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: Well, thank you very much,

2 gentlemen. We appreciate Your input. As usual, it is very

3 valuable end will be carefully considered.

4 MR. FRISCHMAN: I would like to say for all of us

5 that we very much appreciate your being willing to hear us

6 and those others who are listed on the agenda today. I think

7 it goes a long way in our appreciation of how seriously you

S take this issue and the whole repository issue.

9 Thank you.

COMMISSIONER T ALLAOINO: All right. Thank you.

I am going to suggest a short break.

12 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Good idea.

1 _ 13 . COMMISSIONER PALLAOINO: Would we all try to be

_l back here by 11:30.)

1i (Recess taken from 11:22 to 11:34.)
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CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Please take your seats.

2 Ladies and gentlemen, we are going to resume the

3 presentation scheduled for this topic on preliminary

4 determination.

S At this time, I'd like to have Mr. Dave Eerrick

6 from Environmental Policy Institute join us at the table.

7 MR. 8ERRICK: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

8 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Joe, do you want to try

9 and do -- well, I don't know if they object, but we might

tO do the last two together?

11 CHAIRnAN PALLADINO: It was suggested by SECY that

12 they be separate, so I'll follow

13 COHMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Fine.

Is (Laughter)

15 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: And they have discussed it

16 with the individuals.

17 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Great. Fine.

Is MR. BERRICX: We wouldn't care, Mr. Chairman.

19 (Laughter)

20 MR BERRICK: Mr. Chairman, I am David Berrick,

21 representing Environmental Policy Institute this morning,

22 and also two Texas citizen groups, Stand and Power, which

23 you have allowed to make a presentation this morning. I

24 ill make an oral presentation on behalf of all three

25 crganizations We will submit separate written submissions

, . J
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' I to you.

2 First, Mfr. Chairman, members of the Commission, we

3 do thank you for the opportunity to appear this morning.

4 I think it's important that we reiterate, as has

k been said before, that there was an agreement. That the

6 Commission clearly in its concurrence order said that there

7 was an agreement that the Department of Energy would make a

a preliminary d'Ctcr=inat-ic of suitability at thq- cole of

9 site characterization.

10 DOE acknowledges in the mission plan itself that

II discussions at that meeting indicated a further agreement

12 on this question. We believe that for policy reasons the

13 Department of Energy does not want to pursue that

agreement.

The basic question, we feel, before the Commission

16 is, was that original agreement signed; should the

17 Commission hold to that original decision? We believe that

is it should.

19 As the Commission discussed on June 22, 1984

20 making the preliminary determination of suitability at the

21 time of recommendation will mean that it will be made on

22 the most general of criteria and the flimsiest of data.

23 We agree with observations made by the NRC staff

24 in Attachment 3 to SECY paper 85-258 -- which 1 believe was

25 presented to the Commission concerning the last meeting on
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July 29 -- where the staff noted -- and this is again

2 amplified in DOE's comments this morning and in DOE's

3 mission plan -- that they will make this preliminary

A determination primarily on the basis of those site

5 selection guidelines that do not require site

6 characterization.

7 As the staff pointed out, those are the nest

8 general kind, they are things like site ownership, for

9 example. And we would further point out that when you look

10 at Appendix 3, as was Just discussed by the previous panel,

i even 'those guidelines are not carried to a final

12 determinative Level 2 or Level 4 finding.

13 The Texas groups want to stress at this point that

|S there are no site-specific data on the Texas site. Mr.

is Frischman alluded to that earlier. And that the draft

16 Environmental Assessment specifically says that no site-

17 specific data have been collected. And the Texas groups

18 contend that no site-spec'fic data will be collected prior

19 to the decision to make a preliminary determination

20 involving the Texas sites.

21 As the Commissioa, we believe, found in 1984,

22 maLing a preliminary determination of suitability before

23 characterization reduces it to a meaningless requirement.

24 As for the legal interpretation, let me Just make

25 three basic points:
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We believe that the conclusion reached by the

2 C.ommission in 1984 that the decision should be made after

3 characterization is the best interpretation of Section

4 113(f).

Looking at the plain meaning of the section, we

6 believe it's clear that the decision should follow

| characterization DOE alleges that ther. is no timing

8 requirement in the act for when this decision should be

9 made, and we suggest that 114(f) and, as Mr. Udall land Hr.

10 Dingell in their letters to DOE and the Commission have.

| pointed out, does specifically set a time for that

12 decision, which is after completion of site

13j characterization.

14 Next, DOE and other people, including the speakers

15 this morning, talked about the question of preliminary,

16 whether or not this is a preliminary determination and

17 whether or not there is significance that should be

8 attached to the word preliminary.'

19 We would Just simply suggest that looking at

20 Section 114(f) and putting it in the context of the Nuclear

21 Waste Policy Act is preliminary to a great many things,

22 including preliminary to the onset of the NEPA review

23 process itself. We cannot prepare a draft environmental

24 impact statement. We can certainly not obtain adequate

25 public comment unless we have alternatives.
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1 -d when we look at the structure of 113(f), it is

2 the purpose of these provisions that we are debating to

3 come up with those alternatives to run through the NEPA

4 process.

5 So it's preliminary to the onset and completion of

6 the NEPA process itself. It's preliminary to the

71 recomnendation by the Secretary to the President of a final

8 site, and so on. There is a great number of following

9 decision points well before the question of even submitting

To an application to the Department of Energy.

11 Similarly, we do not believe that this preliminary

12 determination is an independent determination. That it

13 must be taken within the context of 114(f). It's sole

14 purpose in the act is to provide those alternative sites

15 for the preparation of the EIS. It is completely redundant

16 to insert it at the point where the Department of Energy is

, already making a recommendation decision.

18 Finally, I think it's important to address this

19 whole question of three suitable sites. I realize that

20 that's not the issue on point here as to whether or not

21 three suitable sites need to be done. But it's important

22 because DOE has raised, as has a letter you have, I think,

23 received from the Senate, raises this specter of

24 catastrophic events occurring to the repository program if

25 three suitable sites must be found after characterization.
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First, I think it's important, again, to

2 understand that the idea that these sites have to be

3 perfect sites or that these sites have to he qualified for

' application, for construction authorization, have no basis

5 in the statute themselves or in the legislative history to

6 our understandirg.

7 They can only be -- the section can only be read

8 in the context of developing sites that are suitable for

9 the purpose of implementing NEPA. As DOE points out in the

10 mission plan, there are many additional pieces of

information analysis, such as a preliminary safety

12 analysis, that must be prepared before the DOE can apply

13 for a construction authorization.

14 DOE has contended, and the issue has come up

Is before, that it might have to characterize a fourth site,

16 and this has raised a number of questions for a number of

17 people.

18| Without addressing the merits, I think it's

!9 important to make the argument that Mr. Rusche himself made

20| on July 29 before the Commission, that characterization of

21 a fourth site or a fifth site, or a fiftieth site, would

22 not reduce the probability of having an inadequate site to

23 zero. That that probability is certainly going to exist

24 under anyone's scenario.

251 The only way to reduce that probability is through

.. _... .
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1 a technically eontervative program, which we believe that

2 the Waste Policy Act and the NRC regulations call for. The

3 NRC itself in proposing revisions to Part 60 has suggested

' that because of the extensive interactions in developing

s site characterization plans, site characterization

a c-t:ivt-, that there vill be timely tdeatification of

7| licensing problems. We will not find ourselves at the end

8: of the road suddenly beset by an inadequate site and

9 finding ourselves with a multi-year delay.

10 Finally, I think, it's Just important to point out

It that a fourth site will be characterized, as will a fifth

12 site probably, and that will occur in the second repository

12 program. It's not an obligation on the part of the

14 Department that can be avoided in any case.

is Finally, Just on the point of the Commission

1| action. Again, we believe that the order that the

17 Commission issued in 1984 is the best interpretation of

To 114(f) and has sound policy reasons.

19 It's not clear, however, that this issue as DOE

20 has interpreted really affects the letter of the guidelines

21 because -- and Mr. Rusche said earlier today -- the changes

22 that were made at that time struck any reference to this

23 determination in the guidelines. So, as DOE is now

2 interpreting this doesn't cast any specific alteration on

2 the guidelines themseives.
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II At this point we would suggest that the Commission

2 reaffirm, for the reasons I have discussed, its original

3 order and to continue to pursue resolution of this conflict

4 through the Nuclear Waste Policy Act procedures such as

5 comments on the mission plan, comments by the staff on the

6 project decision schedule which the Commission has already

I forwarded and, I assume, will continue to forward.

81 Thank youl

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Thank you.

to COIMISSIONER BERNTHAL: I will try to answer any

'' questions at this point.

12 CHAIRMAN FALLADINO: You might help me clarify

13 something with regard to the requirements of the

"IEnvironmental Policy Act.

When it says that we must address alternatives, if

16 one had addressed alternatives and the alternatives didn't

pan out or it may turn out that you thought they were

18 alternatives but you did examine them, does it mean you

19 must always have -- come up with alternatives? Providing

20 you have explored alternatives.

21 For example, there may be things that the nation

22 may do for which it examines alternatives and finds none of

23 them viable. Does that mean then it can't go ahead and

24 make its decision on the remaining viable one'?

2i MR. BERRICK: The act goes a long way towards
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-I limiting the scope of the NEPA alternatives requirement.

2 It limits the alternative sites, but it also limits issues

3 such as the timing of the repository and the technology.

4 |So the act itself in 114(f) goes a long way

5 towards limiting exactly that issue. The only alternatives

6 that are left for consideration are essentially the

7 alternatives that we are trying to identify here, which are

| those three sites which in our opinion have been

characterized and have been found to be preliminarily

01 suitable.

11 But we believe -- I'm sorry. But we believe that

12 is still a requirement under NEPA that those must be

13 reasonable alternatives. An unsuitable site, we doubt,

1 would suffice as a reasonable alternative.

is CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Yes. I was only addressing

16 the very limited question. If there are three sites that

17 are evaluated -- whenever it is done -- and it turns cut

18 that one or two are not suitable but one is, is not the

19 NEPA requirement satisfied so far as evaluating

20 alternatives?

21 MR. BERRICK: We don't believe that it would be.

22 And I think that we would also point to the legislative

23 history and the scope of which Congress restricted those

24 alternatives. It clearly specified which alternatives

25 would be considered in the preparation of this EIS.

* 11 @
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So, it has narrowed the issue of alternatives and

has defined what constitutes the alternatives. But they

would still have to be reasonable in terms of implementing

the National Environmental Policy Act.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Let's assume they are

reasonable, that it was evaluated on the best information

available and some real effort was made to get the

information, and the information was gotten, and it was

determined that one or two of these sites is not suitable.

Has not NEPA's requirement be satisfied because

the three sites were evaluated?

HR. BERRICK: We would argue, no. But that would

not mean that a court, looking at the reasonableness test,

wouldn't come to an alternative conclusion.

CHAIRHAN PALLADINO: Well, the reason I asked the

question, you seemed to imply that it was very clear in

114(f), and I've got to admit I went over it hurriedly

here. I didn't find all that clarity.

COHMISSIONER BERNTHAL: I think the impression

that it's clear is created by something that in itself is

unclear, and that's the numbering. It happens that there

is a number one and a nuober two in this process.

And it is true that in 114(f) number one is

indicated to be the characterization, and number two

preliminary determination. Whether there is any meaning to

. . II.
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that in the law once again, I guess, is up to Congress or

the courts to decide.

MR. BERRICK: We would point out again to the

Commission that in crafting the Waste Policy Act it's very

clear that the Congress spent a lot of time looking at the

NZPA issue. The whole question about restricting NEPA in

the early stages; of limiting the EIS to Just a single

point in the process indicates to us that Congress did

spend a lot of time looking at exactly this issue.

We would Just have to disagree with the general

conclusion that the Department has that Congress just

somehow didn't identify more clearly what it was that was

intended at the only point in time where a full

environmental impact statement is actually required.

I think that you have to look at 114(f) in the

context of the legislation and what was called at that time

the NEPA road map, to use the expression that was used in

the committee reports.

This is the only place in which the EIS was done.

Congress very deliberately crafted the application of NEPA

to this statute. I think 114(f) needs to be read carefully

and this subsection involving alternative sites needs to be

taken within that context.

CHAIRMhA PALLADINO: Commissioner Roberts, any

questions?
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2, Commissioner Asselstine?

2 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Just a question nor two

3 on that point that you raised, Joe.

| Dave, if you looked at another example, not

5 nuclear waste repositories and outside of the confines of

6 this act, isn't what Joe described basically right, what

KEPA rsquirs I's a gcood-faith lcok for altcrn.t'voz.

8 It could well be that the conclusion would be,

9 'Well, we looked. We looked at a number of different

site*, for example, for nuclear power plants within the

IT service area of this particular company and we just didn't

I2 find any other acceptable ones. And this is the one that

13 we are going to go forward with because when we looked,

14 various sites had different problems.|

is So, if you look Just at NEPA outside of the

16 confines of the waste repository proceeding, I think he's

17 basically right; isn't he?

MR.. BERRICK: We would concede that a court,

!9 looking at that reasonableness test, may conclude --

20 COMMISSlONER ASSELSTINE: But wasn't one of the

21 key concerns of the Congress -- and I think in both the

22 House and the Senate -- that this process was very

23 complicated and very complex, and you had at least two

24 agencies, Federal agencies, involved in various aspects of

25 the decision - DOE and NRC -- at various decision points
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I throughout the process, selecting sites, characterizing

2 sites, recommending a site or nominating a site, or

3 selecting a site to be developed for licensing process.

4 Wasn't there a lot of concern on the part of the

5 members about, "Well, how does NEPA, how is NEPA going to

6 apply this process and are we going to get ourselves into

7 |endless court battles about when you have to have

8 environmental impact statements; how many environmental

9 impact statements do you have to have; which points are

10 actions that trigger EISs and which aren't? '

11 So that what the Congress was trying to do is

12 spell out how NEPA applied in this particular case to bring !
,. some rationality to the process and minimize the potential

S for endless litigation on this. Wasn't that part of what

5 the Congress was trying to do'?

16 MR. BERRICK: I think that's exactly what it was

17 intended to do, and there was iL every draft of the bill,

is virtually, an effort to limit this whole question of

19 alternatives as well.

2C COtmiISSONER ASSELSTINE: Is the crux of your

21 point in terms of the clarity of the statute the fact that

22 it does require the determination either in the latter

23 stages or after characterization' ?

24 |Does that really turn on the fact that this whole

25 discussion came about in the context of limiting and

II
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defining the environmental impact statement

2 responsibilities for the repository, how the issue came

3 about and where this requirement is found in the act, and

£ the context that it's found in terms of spelling out what

S has to be done to meet It?

e1R. flERRICK: Essentially, that's correct. We

7 don't believe you can take that preliminary determination

and make it this rather independent, stand-alone

9 determination.

GoOImmiSSrONER ASSELsTa4E Pull it out of the

1 context and then Just shift it around wherever you want.

12 Okay, that's all I have.

CHAIRMAN PALLADKO: Fred?

COINfOISSIONER BERNTHAL: Let me Just ask you the

Is question that I raised a while back. It really goes to the

16 question of what remains to be done as a technical matter.

17 Let's stand aside, for a moment, from the procedural

i questions and the legal questions.

19 What, in your Judgment, would have been intended

20 technically if the preliminary determination were to wait

21 until all characterizaticn had been done and therefore, at

22 least I think as this part of the law reads plainly, the

23 President is prepared to make application for a

24 construction authorization.

2S What else would remain to -be done technically?
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MR. BERRICK: Well, I am going to Just refer you

2 to a statement made by the Department of Energy in the

3 mission plan in response to comments on this specific

4 point, page 140 of Volume 2, where they say, 'The data

5 collected during site characterization will be those needed

6 to demonstrate compliance with those siting guidelines that

7 according to the act require site characterization for

8) their application.

91 Among them are both technical guidelines as well

lo| as site and system guidelines for the entire waste disposal

1| system. Compliance with each guideline is the minimum

21 requirement for site recommendation.

13 'In order to receive a construction authorization

14 from the NRC, however, DOE will need to demonstrate more

is than compliance with the siting guidelines. It will need

16 to prepare a preliminary safety analysis report; it will

't need to demonstrate compliance with NRC performance

18| objectives for various subsystems of the waste disposal

19 system, and submit a more detailed repository design.

20 Is order to meet those requirements, DOE will

21 need to collect some data beyond those required of the

22 demonstration of site suitability.'

23 So, I am just suggesting that after

24 characterization there are additional analyses and

25 additional technical data, perhaps, on things like waste

J
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1 forms and repository logistical systems, and other kinds of

2 things, which will have to be completed -- safety analysis -

3 - before we get to the point of going to the Commission and

4 applying for a construction authorization.

5 Furthermore, in the statute itself 114(a) -- I

6 don't have it in front of me -- but 114(a) has a list of

7 documentation and support material that the Secretary is

8 supposed to forward, I believe, to the President or the

9 President to the Congress, in making the recommendation on

To the final site.

119 The environmental impact statement is obviously

12j one. But there is a significant, lengthy list of

13 materials. I Just don't have that section in front of me.

Id It's 114(a)(1), which we would believe would require

is additional analysis.

16 COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: Well, it's interesting

17 that DOE itself makes that interpretation because -- I

18 don't know whether you agree or not, but to me it would

'9 almost look like a plain reading of the language of the law

20 would indicate a fairly high degree of certainty at the end

21 of the characterization process before that would then lead

22 rather quickly into an application for construction

23 authorization.

24 But I think I have heard what I need to know. 1

25 appreciate your opinion an that.

I
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,| CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Okay, Commissioner Zech?

2 COMKISSIONER ZECH: No, thank you.

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, thank you very much.

MR. BERRICK: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank

you again on behalf of all three organizations for the

6 opportunity to make a presentation this morning.

7 CuCHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, you're welcome.
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2 We will now near from Loring Mills and Jay

Silberg.

A -MR. MILLS: Mr. Chairman and Commissioners, I am

Loring Mills, and with me this morning is Jay Silbers, our

6 legal consultant on this issue.

7 My comments will not be redurimnt of the prior

81 nine presenters. It has been a lengthy meeting and I will

try to make them brief .

to We were intimately involved in providing utility

n industry input ouring the Congressional development of the

12 Nuclear Waste Policy Act, and the Policy Act does entail

1: | many compromises. Implementation of that act is of vital

concr to our members and the electricity ratepayers.

Is We are Pleasee to have tnis opportunity to Present

16 our views on the timing of ODOE's preliminary determination

171 of suitability. Making the preliminary determination 5

Is quite separate from meeting the site selection guidelines.

19 | We fully concur with the position of the

20 Department of Energy as set forth in the mission Plan. The

21 preliminary determination should be made before DOE makes

22 its recommendation to the President of tne United States, a

23 very, very insignificant step that the President needs to

24 ha ve supported for the three sites to be selected for site

25| characterization.

We did submit detailed views on this wren we
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2 commended on the DOE draft mission plant and we would like

3 to provide to you for your consideration our more recent

detailed written views on that.

we note that DOE s interpretation is consistent

6 with that of the principal Senate sponsors, the floor

m managers of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

8 The final language of the Act was a McClure

substitute to the House-passed version. Section 114-F was !
modified to be consistent with the Senate amendments

l clarifying that the Preliminary determination is to be based

12 on site selection guidelines, and there is no reference to !
13 the results from site characterization in that regard.

Unfortunately, there is little formal legislative I

history on the final version of the Nuclear Waste Policy

16 Act. Principal supporters aid meet informally to agree on

IS certain amendments to the McClure substitute, a Serate

18 version of the House-passed bill.

19 Our understanding of the timing of the timing of

20 the preliminary determination when the bill was passea was

21 identical to that of Senator McClure as indicated in his

22 letter in June to the Secretary.

23 More importantly, we believe that statutorily

24 construction of the language, when placed in context of the

25 entire site selection process and the deadline mandated for

I accomplishing the requirements of the Act, really leaves no

I .
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2 other interpretation.

3 The use of the word "preliminary,, itself suggests

4 that the determination will be made at some time before tne

5 completion of s.ijt charazterization and you have discussed

o that a great decal this morning.

7 Altxer that time, OOE is in a position to make it3

8 final deteqrmination and then apply for the NRC license.

9 Th'ere are mare than one final determination by any

la particular group of bodies. There will not be someone making

j;a Preliminary determination and someone else making the

12111 final determination necessarily. There will be more than

13 one.

4 If the preliminary determination were to be

15 required after site characterization, the entire Process of

16 site selection becomes subject to an unacceptable risk, and

17 the schedules and the schedules are an important part o i

18 the Act laid out in the Act, will not-be met.

19 OOE would be required eitner to characterize more

20 than three sites, something inconsistent with the explicit

21 language of the Act, or face the unacceptable risk of large

22 schedule delays and hush cost uncertainties should one of

23 the initial three sites be found unsuitable.

24 DOE's interpretation is the only one consistent

25 |witn the overall, tne overall purpose, structure and mandate

of the Act. Also, DOE's interpretation of its obligation
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2 under the statute is to be given great weight.

3 The Court of ApPeals for the District of Columbia

4 recently reinforced this view in its decision affirming

5 | OE's interpretation of the one-time fee 0t ructure pursuant

6 to the Act. Here we believe the Commission should accede to

tthe intarpretation of DOE, which is the principal agent

8 responsible for implementation of the Act.

9 Certainly the Commission's foremost obligation is

10 to ensure the safe isolation of nuclear waste. Yet the Act

also provides deadlines to all federal agencies for

12 accomplishing their rcsponsibilities.

13 the Commission must view its responsibilities as

I well as those of the Department of Energy in light of the

15 program objectives of the Act, including the schedules

16 mandated by Congress.

17 As to the issue before us today, we believe NRC's

position on the timing of the preliminary determination as

reflected in the comments on tne draft mission plan becomes

20 untenable when all Program objectives are Considered.

21 Thank You.

22 HMr. Silberg and I will be pleased to answer your

23 questions.

2.4 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: All right. Thank you.

25 One question. I don't think there is any dispute

about the fact that there was an agreement reached between

I
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2 the Commission and DOE on the Preliminary decision being

3 made after site characterization. Is there any dispute about

4 that?

5 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Well, I think between us

6 and Mr. Rusche there is a dispute.

7 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: About whether or not ---

8 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: He says there wasn't an

9 agreement, that he did not agree that the determination

10 would be made after rather than before. Our decision is

11 clear, but he has told us both today and before, whenever we

12 met a few weeks ago, that that -s not what he agreed to.

13 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: Well, okay.

14 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I agree with You. I tn~nk

15 it is clear.

16 (Laughter.)

17 COMMISSIONER PALLAOINO: I think it is clear. Even

18 though my position at the time was I would rather be silent

' o cn the issue, I feel that there was an agreement.

20 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINIE: That is correct.

21 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: I think you and I were

22 silent.

23 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: Yes. We said we wanted to

2 be silent on that issue, and that was we didn't want to tak e

25 a stand on that.

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I think you are

, ._



2 absolutely right, there was an agreement.

3 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO But I do think there was

£ an agreement. Well, let's assume there was an agreement, or

S at least I must say the Commission feels there was an|

6 agreement. Now what is your view about hawerg that come

7 back, since it was a Part of the siting guideline review?

a what is your view about that coming back, or having to come

9 back to the Commission for further conside ation?

MR. MILLS: I would like to comment on that, and

then I would like to have Mr. Filberg kind of indicate what

12 might be an appropriate direction to proceed on to resolve

13 that question before you.

I was here at that hearing on June 22nd of 84

s ftrom a different Perspective in the audience. I also read

16 the order as issued. I believe that there were different

17 interpretations of what was said at the time. Typically

18 there was more than one lawyer in the crowd.

1§ (Laughter.)

COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: There were a few of us

21 that aren t lawyers.

22 (Laughter.)

23 MR. MILLS: And that there was some confusion. I

:: believe It was also unbalanced in the sense of some people

25 understood quite directly what was trying to be accomplished !
with that decision wnile others did not fully understand tne
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;I significance ot it at the time Partly because of the amount

3 of time that they had had being involved with it. Others

4 understooc it completely of what they were trying to

5 achieve.

6 Thus, do you really have any agreement when in

7 fact there was a difference of understanding of the two

8 parties.that were involved?

9 COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: I agree with you. That

10 issue simply was not front and center, and the reason it was

ii not front and centers very easy to understand, was that

12 there wasn't any argument over it. Tnere was an agreement

31 that DOE, and Jim felt I think rather strongly at the time,

14 and since DOE acceded, and that is why it says that in our

is1 concurrence, there was no argument. It simply wasn't the

16| major issue of the meeting.

17 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I think there were two

1 sses. I think there was confusion on one and there was not

!9 confusion on the other.

20 One issue being, wnen should the preliminary

21 determination be made, I think there was an agreement on

22 that and there wasn't ant confusion.

There was a oifferehce of view on what tne

24 significance of that was in terms of whether you had to nave

25 three valid sites at the end of the process, and there I

think it was pretty clear in the discussion that we agreed

- -i
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2 we would simply disagree and not deal with that aspect o4

3 the issue.

4 But I think you may be risnt that there was a

5 difference in terms of background and understanding on theot

6 significance.

; COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: I didn't think there was

8 any difference with regard to the timing.

9 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That is right, there

la wasn't.

11 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: Even though I didn't think

12 I wanted to interject ourselves into the timing, I thought

13 there was agreement with the majority.

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Yes. j

15 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: Well, assuming there was, |

16 then I guess I am still interested in the degree to which,

17 or at least the requirement of the Commission to araw tnis !
18 back and re-examine its Position.

19 MR. SILBERG: The guidelines themselves, as I

20 understand theme, are silent on this matter at the present

21 time. We think it would be appropriate for the Commission to

22 claritfy its views as expressed in its decision, the decision t

23 itself not being subject to any disagreement, and to

24 indicate what the current understanding is, what DOE's

current Position is and what NRC's current position -is.

I We don't thinw that involves a reopening of the

ii
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2 guidelines themselves. I think, as most People would agree,

3 this was just not a central issue in the guideline process.

4 So we don't think it is necessary that we have a wholesale

5 re-examination of everything that has been discussed.

6 I think it would be useful to clarity the record

7 and to clear the air to remove the cloud that was mentioned

earlier and make sure that it is clear as of today, it is

9 not a matter in the guidelines and here are tne positions of

10 the parties. We think that can be done based on the record

It developed at this meeting without a lot of additional

12 lawyering.

_ 12 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: Okay. Let me see if

14 Commissioner Roberts has any questions?

15 (No response.)

16 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: Jim?

17 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Two, and I will try and

1 keep them pretty much to quick ones.

19 One is a related issue and has to do with the

20 Commission's decision in the waste confidence proceeding,

21 and I know that is something that is of vital interest to

22 You all because that is the basis for the Commission's

23 ability to continue to license plants and for our judgment

24 that Plants that now have licenses can continue to generate

25 spent fuel.

I think, as you will recall, a very important
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2 basis or element in the Commission's waste confidence

3 decision was our reliance upon the enactment of the Nuclear

4 Waste Policy Act and that this Provided a framework that

5 would really move us towards a successful solution to the

6 waste Problem and on a timely basis within the confines of

7 the time periods that were defined by the Court in the waste

8 confidence proceeding.

9 One of the comments that we received back when we

10 Put the proposed waste confidence decision out for comment

11 was wait a minute, you can't Put such heavy reliance on the

12 Nuclear Waste Policy-Act. There are ambiguities and

13 questions of interpretation about what the Act means and how

this process is all going to work.

is And the Commission in its waste confidence

16 decision says well, you know, we have looked at this and we

don't see a bis Problem here. For example, the only area

is where people had suggested Perhaps that there might be an

19 ambiguity was on the timing of this preliminary'

20 determinatlpn..

21 We have worked out this agreement with OOE where

22 we nave resolved that issue and we con't see any

23 ambiguities, and that is the basis for our conclusion that

2U our judgment iS rignt in the waste confidence proceeding

25 nat tne Act really does move us forward substantially in

resolving this problem anex tolving it on a timely basis.

J
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2 I suess what I am concerned about is doesn't the

3 mere fact that now we have this ambiguity and now we have an

4 open oispute over the timing of the preliminary

5 aetermination, aoesn-t that call into question the validity

6 of tne Commissaon's waste confidence decision and reopen

7 that whole matter that I think is Probably of vital interest

a to your memoer companies? It seems to me it does, but I

9 would be interested in your reaction to it, and I am going

10 to ask our staff tne same question.

It MR. SILBERG: Without going back, and I don't have

12 tr.e text of tne cecision in front of me, again it would not !
13 apRear tO me that the timing of the preliminary decision is !

of such central interest to the viability of the nuclear

15 waste program and the Nuclear Waste Policy Act as a basis

16 for your waste confidence decision tVat a change on that

17 issue would necessarily reopen the waste confidence

18 | Ccis Ion.

There are indeed going to be lots of matters which

22 will come uP for challenge as people go aown tne rcad

21 | implementing tne Nuclear Waste Policy Act. There nave

22 alreacy aeen a numoer of lawsuits and there will be more, I

can assure you.

24 Ten fact that people may dispute on issue

2 involving implementation of tne Act aoesn t mean that tne

Process isn't moving along. Imceed, I think everyone woGU'

II '
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agree that the Process is moving along. It may not te at the

speed that some People would likes it may be too fast for

some and not fast enough for others, but I don't see any
3

wholesale change in the nature of the program that would
£

such that would undercut the underlying basis for the waste

confidence decision.
6
7 |MR. MILLS: I would like to add a comment. r do not

recall when the Commission finally made its waste confidence

rulemaking determination.
9

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: August 31st, 1984.

MR. MILLS: It was almost a year ago at this point.

I thought that the elaboration that you made and Putting as
12

mucn emphiasis on the preliminary determination may nave been
13

4 a small element of that consideration. But I suggest that

there were a great many other considerations and that was

not a preemptive sort of element.

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I think that the emphasis
17

on the Act and the benefits that the Act provides in terms

of providing greater assurance that in fact there will be a
19

solution available within the time spec'fied by the Courts

is something that was a fairly central element of the

2 decision.
221

23 This is one of the two items that the Commission

24 |chose to address specifically in answering the charge that

wait a minute, you can't put that heavy a reliance on the
25
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2 Act. The Act itself creates questions and uncertainties and

3 ambiguities. So how strong a on* this is, don t know, but

. this is only one of only two examples tnat the Commission

5 specifically referred to in saying that is not a problem.

6 But you might want to take a look specifically at tnat

J reference because it is something that is I guess of concern

a to me.

9 The otner question I had is a somewhat broader

la one, and maybe you nave addressed it to the extent of your

I I answer, but when I go back to tnh situation a year or so ago |

12 and I look at where we are now in terms of the concerns that

13 the States have about the site selection process and how the |

"I guidelines are being applied and interpreteo, I recall a

statement that somebody made to me shortly after the Waste

16 Policy Act was enacted. i

17 They said to me, well now we have got tne

la framework and the challenge is to make it work, ane to a |

19 certain extent that is tied into the waste confidence

20 oecision.

21 i wonder whether you are at all concerned or

22 troubled by the fact that at this early stage in the Process

23 we seem to have, particularly with reopening this question,

24 sucn fundamental disagreements between the States and it

X seems to be virtually all of the States, on the one hand,

|| and tne Indian tribes and the Department of Energy on the

II
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2 other, on how the site selection Process is moving forward

3 to the extent of the number of lawsuits that have already

4 cben filed in the Process?

5 guess to what extent are you concerned that the

6 way this Process is being implemented and the way the

7 framework is being implemented particularly on the site

8 selection Part of things that we are losing the kind of

9 consensus that seems to me so important to making that

10 framework work and achieve a successful result at the end,

11 the successful result that we all want, which is a good,

12 safe repository located in an adequate area?

13 MR. MILLS: Commissioner, there is no question that

114 we have some Concern about the Process ant we also have

is5 concern about the schedule, both of which were definec in

16 the Act as it was Passea. It was debated a significant

17 amount at the time of the development of the Act that the

18 prolonged effort could go on for an indeterminate Period

19 unless Congress established some time periods under which

20 things snould be achieved.

21 In the earlier drafts of the legislation there

22 were much shorter times than tnere are in the final draft of

23 the Act, and that was debated and of great concern. We are

24 comfortable that there are deadlines or at least scheduled

components provided. We are uncomfortable that they are not

2 all being met.
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2 We see these many challenges that are taking place

3 as almost more in line with how can I impact the schedule

4 rather than how can I achieve a solution, and that is

S disturbing to us.

6 We view some of these lawsuits in that category.

7 We want the process to go forward, and we believe it is very

t significant to set this one behind us. We believe that an

9 understanding between the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and

to the OePartment of Energy on this would be appropriate. We

t also recognize that it is really the Department of Energy's

12 |responsibility to make the preliminary determination and to

13 make their recommendation to the President for selecting the

| three sites.

1| There will be a number of decision Points through

16 the process which will be challenged. I expect that if this

17 were not one, there might be another. We are concerned about

18 the schedule and are concerned about the site selection

19 process. We do believe the site selection guidelines, which

20 were concurred in by the NRC a year ago, are approprjate,

2t and we believe there should be all effort to imPlement them.

22 MR. SILSERG: t think while we would all like to

23 see a Process that works smoothly without litigation I

24 don't think any of us assumed that that would happen, and

21 indeed tne Nuclear Waste Policy Act as Congress enacted it

was based on the assumption tiat there would be disputes anc



2 |there would be litigation.

3 So the tact that people are in disagreement, anc

4 the fact that people are in Court doesn't mean that tnh

process isn't working. Congress in fact put in judicial

6 review provisions and put in the expedited judicial review

7 provisions and Put in a NEPA road map recognizing that there

were to ca these disputes and providing a mechanism to

9 resolve them.

I wouldn't give up hope certainly. Indeed, one

It could argue that the Process is working now exactly the way

12 the Congress thought it was going to work. We all hope that

13 it will work smoothly but that doesn't mean that tne

14 process isn't working.

COMMISSIONER FALLAOINO: May I make a comment with

16 regard to waste confidence. I would urge us not to abandon j

17 the waste confidence document as problems are uncovered

18 unless they are so great that the basis tor the waste |

19 confidence document is completely destroyac. I haven't

reached such a Point ana I think it is something we ought tC

21 tnink about carefully. Maybe I will stop there.

22 MR. MILLS: I concur with that, Mr. Chairman. I

would also comment on a dialogue that went on a few minutes !
2; ago about the environmental impact statement requirements.

251 *I believe early on in the drafting of the

legislation before it was Passed there was one list put

J



2 together of pernaPs 27 different EIS's that would nave had

3 to have been made in order to achieve the Process as

4 originally conceived.

5 A great deal of work went on in this area to

6 assure that that was not the roadblock in getting an with

7 the Act, and I think the Act is fairly clear in that regard

a on now to proceed without running through an impossible

9 Maze.

10 COMMIsSIONER PALLADINO: Do you have more?

I ICOMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: No.

12 COMMISSIONER PALLAQINO; Ffea.

13 COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: No.

4 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: Lando? !
1S COMMISIONER ZECH: No. I would just liKe to thanK

16 all the Participants for a very useful discussion on a very,

17 very important matter, and I thank them very mucn, all oil

la them.

!9 COMMISSqONE9 DALLAOINO: I think we all share Your

20 view an that.

21 Well, we thank you, Mr. Mills and Mr. SilberS.

22 MR. MILLS: Thank you.

23 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: Now, let's See we did not

24 plan a presentation by the staff, but if tnere are

25 Commisuioner questions, We do r.ave at least two

representat1i'es trom tne staff aend Pernaps more wno woul5 De

I1
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2 willing to try to respond.

3 1 gather you had some. I
£9 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I have a couple, yes.

5 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: Did you have any questions

6 also for the staff?

J COMMISSIONER ZECH: No.

8 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: Did you?

9 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: No.

10I COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: Fred? I
l COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: I may. I have a comment or |

12 two, or a request. _ |

13 COMMISSIONER PALLAQINO: Okay. Go ahead.

Welcome, gentlemen.

,51 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I guess I had one sort of

16 |technical questlon and a couple ot sort of legal questions. |

17 On the technical side, one of the things that we

Is heard from the States is the amount of information that is

19 available now, particularly on some of tnese sites, is

really quite limited *na there are a good deal of

21 uncertainties about that information. The States were saying

22 they just didn't see how you could make a determination,

23 wnether you call it preliminary or final or whatever, a

24 determination of site suitability.

25 I guess I would be interested in the staff s view

of now comfortable tney are from a technical standpoint witn
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2 the level of Information on some of these sites and the

3 ability to make a determination whether you want to call it

4 preliminary or final, a determination on site suitability'

S |And I guess I would raise with you the same

6 question I raised early on in the morning, and that is when

7| look at our regulations and the definition of site

characterization it seems to be saying that the kind of

9| detailed activities that will go on during site

10 characterization are to develop the information needed to

1 |make a determination on site suitability.

12 I guess I would ask for your comments botn on that

13| and on the level of uncertainties and tne limited

14 information that is now available on the various sites since

15 you all have gone through the draft environmental

16 assessments.

17 MR. BROWNING: Well, clearly, the amount of

IE| information and the data available today is nownere near

19 necessary to make a licensing decision. In fact, in most of

2C |the cases, except for the case of Hanford where a draft site

2 1 characterization report tad been prepared early in the

22 process, we 'lave not yet seen the DOE's detailed plans for

23 characterizing the sites. Each one will probably be

24 different to some extent.

25 So clearly there is a level of uncertainty

| innerent in tne amount of 'nwormation you have for making



2 any kind of a Ceciston even a aecision to Pick whicn site

3 to make the investment decision to continue characterizing

4 the sites which, as Mr.Rusche point out, is a very expensive

S proposition and it requires a lot of consideration. But that

6 is their decision at this stage of the game.

7 1 might defer to Hub Milter, whose people have

done the detailed technical evaluations of each of the nine

sites represented by the nine draft environmental

assessments to get any more detail with regard to the

* technical data that is available for specific sites.

12 It varies from site to site. Tha sites that are

currently under federal control clearly have the major

I |amount of data. From our technical standpoint, we would like

15 |to see the process continue where the data is generated

necessary to make the decisions. So anything that could be

17 done to keep the Process going so COE can continue to

la |collect the data necessary to make these key decisions is

19 |going to be very important.

20 MR. MILLER: I wouldn't say anything other than

21 that, as Bob said, at each of the sites there is significant

22 uncertainty about key site parameters, and it won't be until

23 site characterization is conducted that we will resolve

24 issues relating to the geologic related site suitability

25 questions. I Con't know how else to say it. The only

nencnmark to use really is relative to what is needed o.Cr
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2 licensing anc. as Bob said, we have got far lest than what

3 we will need for that certainly.

4 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Bill, my second question

5 I think really goes to you, and that Is DOE has this

6 approach, and they want to make the preliminary

7 determination early at the time that they recommend the

a three sites for characterization.

9 Particularly given the potential that what we

could end up with is a license application where only one or

1 Perhaps two of the three sites, but potentially only one of

12 the three sites is still valid at the time that they come in

13 with the license application and that the other two

alternatives wash out, do you thinR that approach is

IS consistent with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act as a whole, and

16 what potential difficulties do you see for our NEPA

17 responsibilities under the Act?,

18 FMR. OLMSTEAD: You hand me a loaded question that

,S is hypothetically phrased so tnat I have to say that I don't

20 think that we could forward at that point.

21. I have to say that the one place I disagree with

22 the DOE in this process is in equating the preliminary

23 determination for purposes of 114-F with the nomination of

24 three sites for characterization in the Act. I do not think

25 that those are the same activities.

| ; think they nave a lot of discretion as to where



I for -the preparation of an environmental im'act statement,

which is what the 114-F finding is.

3 I have a lot of trouble with the bfter-tne-fact

legislative history we have been getting because in tne 10th

5 Circuit, which is not exactly a liberal bastion, they just

6 threw out the in the mill tailings case all of the

7 after-the-fact letters that were written by Congress as

8 inappropriate for consideration in interpreting the statute i

9 So we have to look to the Congressional record. It

is not really clear. It was on two days, one day in the

House and one day in the Senate in the closing days of the

12 sessico. And on the Senate side you don't find much, but you

do fine an interesting statement by Senator Simpson to the
- 13

14 effect that out of the five sites, two that weren't selected

as three to go forward with the characterization, couldn.t

16 ae used for the second repository in the selection of five

17 sites. But the two that were characterized but not

18 recommended for the application for the repository could be

19 usec as one of the three sites for characterization for the

20 second repository.

21 COMMISSIONER AESELSTINE: So that supports the

22 House interpretation, doesn't it?

23 MR. OLMSTEAO: That clearly supports the view that

24 they need to be suitable for development as repositories

25 after characterization.
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I COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That is interesting. I

2 take it your criticism of after-the-fact attempts to Provide

3 after-the-fact legislative history, that is, here is what we

4 intended the law to do, that criticism goes Primarily to the

S Senate letter, does it not, as opposed to the House letter?

b MR. OLMSTEAO: Right.

7 (Laughter.)

8 I have to say that what I think they intended was

9 they understood that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission had

l0 had a lot of litigation of alternative sites, and that there

1i was going to be a hush problem with alternative sites if

12 they didn't do something.

13 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Right.

14 MR. OLMSTEAO: And so they wanted to define the

IS process by which those alternatives were going to be weaned

16 out and deemed acceptable for purposes of the environmental

17 impact statemeent.

18 They didn't have a very good idea about how all

ls that process worked. I don't think any of them did, except

20 that they knew that at some point the Secretary had to

21 prepare a draft impact statement and he had to have a final

22 impact statement and something could happen Detween those

23 two Points.

24 So they didn't want something that came in as a

25 Part of tne comment Process in the final impact statement
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I and going Torward with the licensing application to Impact

2 the schedule.

3 So I think the reason they said preliminary

4 determination, they were referring to the decision of the

S Secretary at he time he decided to prepare the impact

6 statement in the three sites, because that impact statement

7 is gains to start pointing at one, and he didn't want Courts

8 getting in there and telling him he couldn't do that.

9 So that is wny I nave always viewed him to have a

l great deal of discretion during site characterization about

11 when he makes the determination of which site is going to be

12 the site under 113 that he submits as an application to us.

13 And the information developed subsequent to that I don't

14 think affects our ability to adopt the impact statement.

15 But if he takes a risk and does it at the time he

16 nominates three sites, and two weeks into nomination one of

17 the sites falls outs I think that we have problems. But I am

is Just trying to give it a reasonable reading. I am not trying

19 to tell yot it is absolutely clear.

20 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Right. The last question !
21 I have I guess is the waste confidence decision question.

22 You neard my question to Loring Mills and Jay Siloers. To

23 what extent do you think that this raises or at least calls

24 into question that aspect of the waste confidence decision

25 where we specifically say, hey, we don't see ambiguities,

,.
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1 and to the extent that people pointed out any, we resolved !
2 that one. We worked it out.

3 MR. OLMSTEAo: Well, I have to admit, I don't have

4 a lot of insight into why that language got into the waste I
5 confidence proceeding because OPE and OGC and the five

6 Commissioners were the ones ---

7 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: But it is there.

a (Laughter.)

9 MR. OLMSTEAD: I assumed at the time it was an

to effort in recognition of the agreement that was reached or

ii that the Commission had Put in the concurrence decision to

12 say to the public, hey, we don't have to worry about tnis. !
13 We have real confidence that we are going to have good

4 sites. But beyond that, ; haven't looked at that for a lot i

15 of months, an4 I don't want to speculate.

16 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I hadn't either, quite

17 frankly, until very recently. I thought that whole issue was !
iS settledt but these issues have a way of unsettling

19 themselves.

20 1 guess that is all I have.

21 COMMISSIONER PALLADINO: Okay.

22 Fred, do you have any questions?

23 COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: No. I have a comment or

24 1 two, but let's finish the questions here.

25 COMMISSIONER PALLACINO: All right. Are you througn II. t
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I i with the staff?

2 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTtNE: Yes.

3 COMMISSIONER PALLAOINO: Well, thank you very much.

4 Let me exprecs the Commission's gratitude to all

| of the Participants in this mornings session. I know I got

6 a lot of insight that I didn't have when I came in, and I am

7 sure all of us have benefittea.

8 We do thank you all.

9 Now there is a question as to when the submittals

10 that people said they were going to send in should come in.

11 I haven't thought about a specific date, but it certainly

12 should be as soon as Possible so that we can make out

13 decision. If it could be done by the middle of next week, it

14 would be very beneficial to us.

1i Now are there other comments?

16 | COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: I had one question

17 actually, if we can take a minute, for OOE, and that is an

l8 inquiry aS to the status of the site characterization work

19 as of today. How would you characterize the status of that

20 site characterization work?

21 MR. RUSCHE Tl'ere is considerable work that has

22 been done at the two federally owned sites and no literal

23 onsite work at other sites, although there has been some

2 llmited lnvestigation.

25 1 would say that as of the moment there is no site
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1 characterization work going on. The site characterization

2 effort is the next stop in the process after selection of

3 sites, and the development of site characterization plans,

A which is an intensive activity involving Your staff, States

5 and others.

6 It will be only when we reach that threshold that

7 we would begin actual site characterization work under the

8 Act.

9 COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: So right now you are still |

10 waiting for this preliminary step to be completed then?

if MR. RUSCHE: We are waiting for the completion of

12 the environmental assessments and the nomination by the

13 Secretary of five sites and the recommendation of three

14 sites which should occur next year unless we find ourselves

IS in some other environment.

16 COMMISSIONER 8ERNTHAL: Okay. That is all I have.

17 COMMISSIONER PALLAOINO: Thank you very much, Ben.

is Well, we again express our appreciation to all

IS participants, and we will stand adjourned.

20 (Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the meeting adjourned.)

21

22

23

24

25

I'.
_ .
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